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Parents sue health center for negligence
Suit alleges
doctors failed
to spot cancer
Courtney Lowery
Montana Kaimin

Ashley Pierce’s life would
make a great novel.
“She would be a great charac
ter,” said Tal Connor about his
late girlfriend.
The climax, the hook, of the
novel would not be about her

death at age 23, but about how
she lived, even when she knew
she was dying.
“God, she was amazing. She
was an inspiration,” said Chris
Peterson, a close friend of Pierce’s.
“She said that the year before she
died was the best year of her life.
That year, she was going to
chemotherapy, she had two brain
surgeries and she was sick. I
think the reason it was the best
was because she was with her
friends and she found her stride
and she just loved it.”
Connor met Pierce, a UM art

student, the week she was diag
nosed with malignant melanoma.
They moved in together a few
months later. The way she dealt
with the diagnosis, the two years
of extensive treatment and the
daily battle with the illness was
what made her such a vital,
vibrant character.
He calls her “graceful, in a
really modem way,” but pauses
for a moment. He doesn’t know if
that does her justice. It’s been
awhile since he talked about
“these things.”
The reason he’s talking about

them now is
because while
it’s been six
months since
she died,
Pierce’s story
has come back
to the public
light in the
form of a law
Ashley
suit. Pierce’s
Pierce
parents have
filed a complaint and demand for
a jury trial against UMs Curry
Health Center where Pierce first
sought care for a mole on her

Recliner reclamation

right calf.
According to the complaint,
Pierce went to CHC concerned
with the mole, which had started
to grow. She was 18 at the time.
The complaint alleges that the
mole was not biopsied and Pierce
was told to return for a recheck in
three weeks. The presence of the
mole was not documented on her
medical chart. No follow-up
appointment was scheduled and
according to the complaint, Pierce
went to CHC several other times
S e e L A W SU IT , Pa ge 8

UC board
looks to
boost fees
If approved,
students will
pay $8 more
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

Sapham ^Mike Schaedel carries a chair that he found near Food Far naught back ta his aparlmmt. T his chair is suxet, I can't bdieSef f i f c S S
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Budget cuts to create cavities in dental health plan
Daniel di Stefano
for the Kaimin

Editors note: This story is part
o f a weeklong series that looks at
the programs and people who w ill
be affected i f the Montana
Legislature follows through with
proposed cuts.

For years, Lucille Massick was
too ashamed of her teeth to smile.
“I was too embarrassed,” she

said. “I learned to
hold my hand over
my mouth and
m
m
never really open
it.”
Massick is a
65-year-old widowed mother of
five. She grew up in a family that
couldn’t afford visit to the dentist.
Things haven’t changed much
since then. She lives on Social
Security and says she can’t afford
toothpaste, let alone a visit to the

Healthcare

denMassick
tist- is one

of many
Montanans who
have qualified for
the state’s
Donated Dental Services program
and benefited from its service.
DDS gives free dental care to eld
erly and disabled people who can’t
afford it and can’t get treatment
anywhere else. The state con
tributes only $25,000 per year to

;n

the effort, but because dentists
and labs across Montana donate
their services to the program, it
annually provides an estimated
$109,000 in dental help each year.
Because of the state’s estimated
more than $200 million budget
shortfall, many programs in the
Department of Public Health and
Human Services are being scaled
back or eliminated. DDS is one of
S e e D E N T A L , Pa ge 16

The University Center board
will propose an $8 increase in the
UC renovation fee and will likely
propose a $2 to $4 increase in the
student union fee to ASUM by
February.
The renovation fee will be
increased in two increments, by
$4 in 2003-2004 and by $4 again
in 2004-2005. The student union
fee increase would be implement
ed during the 2003-2004 school
year. The fee increases will have
to be approved by ASUM, UM
administrators and the Montana
Board of Regents before they are
added to student bills, UC direc
tor Joel Zarr said.
Zarr said if the fees are imple
mented they will help set the
UC’s finances on stable ground.
“Overall, given the fact that
21 out of 34 years there has not
been an increase in UC fees, I
think the UC is in decent finan
cial shape right now,” he said.
“And with a few adjustments,
within 3 to 5 years we will be in
excellent financial shape.”
Both the renovation fee and
student union fee were increased
in 2000, but prior to that the fees
had not been raised for a number
of years, said Berv Naasz, UC
Board chairman. In 2000, the UC
renovation fee was raised from
$10 to $12, and the student
union fee was raised from $60 to
$62, Naasz said. Prior to that the
UC renovation fee was raised in
1994 from $7.50 to $10, and the
S e e F EE S, Page 16
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It’s been fun, but we’re glad it’s alm ost done.
— Jessie Childress
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A H a n u k k a h sto ry fo r M isso u la
of “Hebrew Snacks” (ingeniously re-labeled
T riscuitstm , “Oy th ey ’re tasty ]”) for
H an u k k ah , b u t today I had been the target of
serious h atred , and it fed th e w ellspring of
About two m illennia and two centuries
despair.
ago, in th e land of Israel, th e S yrians dese
F ighting d espair is one th in g th a t Jew s •
crated th e g re a te st tem ple of th e Jew s, the
have alw ays been good a t, so instead of curl
Temple of David in Jeru salem . M any Jew s,
ing up n ex t to th e cold curb, I le t my feet
im pressed, by th e superior cu ltu ral and tech
b eat out th e ir ancient tattoo: left, right, left,
nological achievem ents of th e Syrians, su r
right.
rendered th e ir culture and religion.
W ind-blown snow b it my exposed face, and
However, th e few th a t stayed tru e formed a
I looked into th e wind. A nother of the cloaks
guerrilla resistance arm y u n d er th e lead er
of eternity, snow flakes w afted gently or blew
ship of Yehuda Maccabee, a Jew. A fter a b ru 
w ith vehem ent grace tow ard destinations
ta l b u t successful g u errilla war, Yehuda was
unknow n. I suddenly saw th e world as a
able to regain control. B u t lo! T h a t m ost holy
tw o -d im e n sio n a l frescoed w all w ith all exis
of lights, th e etern al flame, h ad been extin
tence locked in ju ttin g detail. My walk had
guished. The p riests searched and searched,
p u t th in g s in perspective. Now, I had only a
b u t only one sm all container of
few blocks to walk. I could see
oil could be found. At a loss th e
F igh tin g d e sp a ir is one
my house glim m ering from
p riests lit again th e etern al
th in g th a t J e w s have
afar. And slowly, as th e veils of
flame, and to th e ir am azem ent
a lw a y s been g o o d at, s o m ist p arted one by one as
th e sm all container lasted for
in ste a d of cu rlin g up next though draw n aside by the
eight days and eight nights,
to the cold curb, I let m y han d s of giants, I spotted
long enough for more oil to
feet b e a t ou t their a n cie n t ghost-fire g litterin g on the win
arrive. T h at is th e m iracle Jews tattoo: left, right, left, right. dow sill. D raw ing closer, the
still celebrate today.
ghost-fire coalesced into a sin
I crunched craftily down F ifth Avenue. It
gle blaze of unasham ed magnificence and
was m idnight, b u t th e moon threw a m agical
th e n diverged becoming two distinct points.
lum inescence over snowy M issoula. I glanced
Suddenly, I rem em bered tonight was the first
a t th e m ountain — a m ist-shrouded m onolith
n ig h t of H an u kkah, and I had missed it com
sparkling silvery in th e moonlight. The date
pletely. B ut my p aren ts had left the Menorah
was Dec. 15, 1998. I was th e gentle age of 16. on th e window sill, eith e r as a rem inder or as
G entle indeed, for e a rlie r th a t day my psyche a welcome. A lum p rose in my th ro a t as I
had been sh a tte re d by a b ru tal racist ep ith et
im agined endless years of candles burning
carelessly throw n from a passing car. I was
brightly on window sills in d ista n t lands wel
heading home, my day done. P assin g cars
coming and rem inding, casting th eir light on
ghosted by on gleam ing wheels and rarely, oh th e world.
so rarely, my p ath s crossed w ith a w retch
I opened th e door, and it was as though I
vom iting m ightily into a g utter. It w as not
had been enveloped in a w arm welcoming
th a t I minded th e racial ep ith ets I’d been
cushion. Swiftly, th e chill th a t had penetrat
inured to those, instead, it w as th e poignancy
ed my bones w as dispersed, and I sat down
of being random ly targ eted th a t h u rt badly.
in comfort and contentm ent, ready to consid
Sixth Avenue, Seventh Avenue: a fte r w alk
e r all th a t I h ad to be thankful for.
ing these sam e stre e ts for too long, they all
I tru ly love H anukkah. It is a bastion of
blend into muzzy uniformity. I passed a
cozy comfort in a world th a t can be cold in
house th a t I have alw ays loved, tre e s shining
more ways th a n one. M any forces battle for
in th e night, a w rought-iron fence frosted
control of th e hum an h e a rt and soul. Some,
w ith p a tte rn s of unim aginable complexity. I
falling by th e w ayside, give in to despair,
glanced upw ard hoping ete rn ity m ight com
apathy, fear or h atred . O ur duty to ourselves
fort me, b u t th e re lived only a te a rin g furious
is to b a ttle th e argum ents of despair a t every
m ass of cloud backlit by th e awful radiance
divergence and to find a t la s t th a t most
of th e moon. W hirling and diverging, th e sky
sacred of ideals: hope.
m atched my in n e r turm oil. The sam e useless
Joyous holidays y’all!
question flitted from one perspective to
another: Why are people cruel? I’d experi
—D a v id B e rn o fsky is a sophom ore
enced th e whole gam ut. Once, a good friend
s tu d y in g h isto ry a t UM .
prodded me lightly once by giving me a box
C o lu m n b y

David Bemofsky
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Pro-choice more
than pro-abortion
Thank you, Lesley Gower! You
have my complete support!
Before the womyn on campus
respond by stereotypically making
snide remarks about my lack of
love for my gender, I am a lesbian,
with references and everything,
you can’t get any more comfortable with a vagina than that.
Gower is being fired possibly
due to her response to the prochoice question. “I said I didn’t
really know because I have no
strong feelings either for or
against it.” In my mind, this
makes her more pro-choice than
her detractors. She is expressing
openness to other possibilities.
Pro-choice doesn’t mean pro-abor
tion. It means that legally you can
choose and act on whatever you
feel is in the best interest of your
body. Pro-choice is about options.
We know more about contra
ception than our grandmothers
did, and more about the dangers
of casual sex than our mothers
did. We were bom into a prochoice, HIV-infected world; we
have a supply of knowledge that
has guaranteed the possibility of
developing educated differences of
opinion. UM women who don’t
know these things and want to
discuss them deserve an unbiased
resource through which to gain
information. In order to make cer
tain the ASUM-funded Women’s
Center provides services to all
women regardless of their values

th e

e d ito r

and opinions, women like Lesley
Gower (including the woman who
defended Gower but was too
cowed by the old girl network to
give her name) should remain in
their position so that no one is not
turned away for not being cool
enough to jump on a 35-year-old
activism train. The Women’s
Center evangelists are reactionar
ies, reacting to a 35-year-old polit
ical regime and being just as fas
cist and dense, only a little to the
left.
Funding shouldn’t be cut, the
old regime should be taken down,
and a new one put in place and a
probationary period for next
semester should be instituted. I
pay for a football team I don’t
watch, I don’t want to have to pay
for a Women’s Center that won’t
let me speak my mind, or give me
unbiased information. I also hope
that by writing this I am not jeop
ardizing my role in “The Vagina
Monologues.”
Annem arie Frohnhoefer
sophomore, microbiology

Women’s Center
open to everyone
For nearly 40 years, the
Women’s Center has had a
powerful and proactive influ
ence at UM. The Women’s '
Center exists on campus to'
support males, females, gays,
straights, traditional, nontraditional, conservative and liberal.
The Women’s Center is for stu
dents who need a place to

breast feed, cultivate their pas
sion to make a change, volun
teer, and raise awareness about
issues im portant to them.
Following the development of
fem in ism , the inclusive and
diverse atmosphere of the
Women’s Center has produced
dynamic leaders th a t have gone
on to work in social movements
concerning poverty, race,
hunger, gay rights, violence,
human rights and more.
‘With the recognition of
ASUM and Missoula’s non
profits, the Women’s Center
has developed the heart and
resources of Montana students.
Hundreds of students every
year find the Women’s Center
to be the ideal environment,
with the tools and support they
need to raise awareness and to
make a change.
In order to help UM student
activists to be successful, the
Women’s Center has three staff
members who help to organize
and manage an office, exten
sive library, volunteers, com
munity meetings, publicity for
UM events and more. The staff
is required to have strong lead
ership skills, be well organized,
and to be able to work with a
diverse group. The Women’s
Center does not discriminate
when hiring on sex, sexual ori
entation, age, race or political
opinions. This fall the Women’s
Center did not feel staff was
serving as strong leaders or
office coordinators, and the
organization was suffering.
Based on consensus, the active
volunteers made a decision to
change staff. The changes were
made based on job descriptions
not being fulfilled and accord
ing to by-laws. In no way were
decisions based on sexuality,
views of feminism or political
opinions. The Women’s Center

has made the transition
smoothly and has significantly
improved.
Afton Russell
outreach coordinator,
Women's Center

Cartoonist needs
improved skills
As I paged through the
Wednesday Kaimin, I was over
come with nostalgia for a time
gone by. At first, I couldn’t quite
place the source of the feeling.
Then it hit me. The cartoon of
Coach Glenn and the Griz fans
reminded me of the crayon draw
ings my grade-school classmates
and I submitted for the annual
Fire Prevention Week art contest.
How nice to give the kids a
chance to show off their art, I
thought. A little more investigat
ing revealed that this not funny,
not insightful, not even slightly
artistically promising cartoon
came straight from the Kaimin’s
official cartoonist. Perhaps this is
not surprising given the paper’s
distressing disregard for quality
when it comes to quoting sources
and fact checking, but maybe it’s
time to raise the bar a notch or
two.
W illiam Gayhart
graduate student, history

Sports fans should
be more respectful
As a student here at the
University of Montana, I would
like to express my reservations
about organized heckling in bas
ketball games. I believe fans that
are associated with the team, i.e.
students, reflect upon the team
itself as well as the University.
Quality teams, such as our Griz,

do not need the petty, disrespectfid, degrading actions directed
against the opposition; they can
rely on their skills as players to
win the game. I take offense that
people from all over our conference
area are subjected to the unman
nerly actions of a select few Griz
fens, especially if our university is
associated with those actions. Win
or lose, the team and our universi
ty will leave a game with much
more respect if our fans were cour
teous and conducted themselves
with proper manners. Families
attend Griz games. Is teasing a
lesson we want to teach? I do not
believe so. The “Kennedy’s
Krazies” want to encourage “as
much fun as possible” at the
games. Why does one attend a
basketball game if the game itself
is not entertaining? Fans can
cheer when their team scores, or
performs a great move, etc., which
still facilitates the energy from the
crowd that so many people enjoy.
Why can’t we encourage positive
audience participation instead of
the negative taunting. I know that
many teams have their hecklers
and it may be within the rules,
but we don’t have to be a cow and
follow the herd, we can “kill them
with kindness.” Sportsmanship
extends off the court as well. Griz
fans need to realize this. I enjoy
Grizzly sports, but I lost a good
deal of entertainment value at
previous games when the pep
band was taunting. If the Krazies
go through, I don’t think I could
bear to be at the games, lb have a
student group who wants to gain
national attention is admirable
but to gain that attention through
heckling is a revolting thought. I
know that I am probably in the
minority or that I need to “loosen
up” but that is just how I feel
about this situation.
Glenn Kneebone
junior, geography

UC PROGRAMMING PRESENTS THE 2002
From U M to Airport &
Greyhound Bus Station

Dec. 20, 21, 22
Jan. 23, 24,25
$2 per ride
Call for times

DECEM BER 5TH, 6TH AND 7TH

243-4599
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Wintersession 2003, January 6-17*
Experience wilderness through
learning in the Mission Mountainsl
Course topics include community-based
stewardship, recreation use monitoring,
snow and avalanche science, winter
ecology, outdoor leadership, winter
wilderness skills and more. The course
will be held in the Swan Valley and
Mission Mountain Tribal Wilderness.

For more information and to register, visit
www.umt.edu/wintersession or call 243-6014.
TheUnivetsityof

M on tan a

W ild e rn e s s
L
In stitu te

tiV*
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
UNIVERSITY CENTER ATRIUM
Call 243-6661 or visit our web site at
www.umt.edu/uc/artfair for more information.
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UM chef
practices
for gourmet
com petition
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin

An aroma of searing tender
loin and a mixture of vegetables,
legumes, and spices filled the
UC air as the speedy hands of
UM’s Executive Chef Tbm Siegel
prepared a meal Wednesday
from noon to 1 p.m.
A UM Dining Services chef
for 24 years, Siegel has been
practicing his special cuisine the
last few months in preparation
for a regional competition in
Calgary on Feb. 18. Wednesday’s
demonstration was the first time
Siegel prepared the entire meal
at once and to the competition’s
specifications.
“A master chef once told me
that you have to prepare the
meal 10 times before it is per
fect,” Siegel said. “I’m on number
four.”
The National Association of
College-University Food Service’s
annual Region VIII Culinary
Challenge is a collection of pro
fessional chefs from Montana,
Idaho, loom ing, Colorado, Utah
and Alberta Canada who will
have one hour to prepare a meal
before an assembly ofjudges.
The chefs have only a six-foot
table in front of them, an eightfoot table behind them and two
induction stoves for cooking.
Siegel will demonstrate his
skills one more time in front of a
crowd Monday, Dec. 9 in the UC.
He has asked three judges from
the American Culinary Federation
to grade him, along with the many
taste tests of passing community
members. Although judges are
present, there will be no scoring
involved on Monday’s practice run,
and Siegel hopes to hear some
good constructive criticism from
the experts.
The Regional judges score the
meal on the cheFs technique,
presentation and of course, the
cuisine’s taste.
Siegel said his main goal for
the competition is to win a medal.
Medals are awarded on a point
system. More than one person
can receive a bronze, silver or gold,
but in the end there is still one
who is the best. First place
receives $500; second, $250; third,
$150.
The winner will also repre
sent the regiop in a national
competition that will be held in
Kansas City, Mo., in July.
“I think this recipe might be
good enough (to win the competi
tion),” Siegel said.
He said the most important
thing to work on right now is his
use of the one-hour time allot
ment, and managing the space
he is working in.
Elliot Westwater, marketing
manager for the University’s din
ing services, said he thinks
Siegel certainly has the talent to
win.
“The cuisine is amazing,”
Westwater said. He watched
Siegel cook and was able to taste
the end product.
“What really impressed me is
that it is possible to make a
gourmet meal from scratch in
just an hour,” Westwater said.

University refuses to can Coke contract
Anti-Coke petition
presented
to administrators
Chris Rodkey
Montana Kaimin

The University of Montana
will continue its contract with
the Coca-Cola Company despite
the protests of 751 petitionsigners.
Organizers of an effort to
end UM’s contract with Coke
met in the Oval at noon
Thursday to present UM Vice
President of Administration
and Finance Bob Duringer with
a petition signed by 751 stu
dents, faculty and staff.
Duringer was not present
when the group brought the
petition to him, but he later
told the Kaimin th at after care
ful research, he had decided to
keep the contract in effect.
“We intend to do nothing
with what’s been presented,”
Duringer said. “I’ve listened to
everything they’ve had to say
and w hat Coke has had to stay,
as well as my own research,
and there’s no grounds th a t we
can determine th a t would cause
us to term inate our relationship
with Coke.”

In the summer of 2002, UM
formed a partnership with the
Coca-Cola Company th at
brought the University more
than $400,000 in revenue in
exchange for selling Coke prod
ucts exclusively on campus.
Members of Community
Action for Justice in the
Americas say leaders of labor
unions in Colombia have been
murdered by param ilitaries
who may be connected to lead
ers of the Coca-Cola Company
in Colombia.
Coke responded to the alle
gations in a letter to Duringer,
in which Carol Martel, the
director of public affairs for the
Coca-Cola Company denied the
charges brought by CAJA and
others in a Dec. 2 press release.
“The allegations contained in
the press release are completely
false,” Martel wrote. “They are
nothing more than a shameless
effort to generate publicity
using the name of our company,
its tradem ark and brands.”
Martel said the company’s
fundamental principles involve
treating all employees with
“fairness, dignity and respect.”
“The Coca-Cola Company
and its Colombian bottlers vig
orously condemn all forms of
violence and the unw arranted

Thanks for a great semester!
D o n 't worry, the Kaimin will be back in full force
next semester. Until then, take it easy j
and w e'll see you next spring!

use of force against workers in
the workplace or elsewhere,”
Martel wrote. She said the alle
gations of Coke’s responsibility
in the killings have been reject
ed repeatedly by the Colombian
legal system.
The Colombian courts can’t
be trusted, said Scott
Nicholson, an organizer of the
effort to remove Coke from UM.
“It’s pretty well known th at
the justice system in Colombia
doesn’t function,” he said. “The
fact th a t the cases th a t were
decided in the Colombian legal
system doesn’t provide a lot of
backup for the argum ent she’s
making.”
Duringer said he spent an
entire day researching the issue
of human-rights violations in
Colombia. After looking a t Coke’s

record in other countries around
the world, he said he was unable
to draw any connections between
the Coca-Cola Company and the
actions of the paramilitaries.
“I don’t doubt there’s awful
things going on down there,” he
said. “They’re in the middle of a
civil war.”
Nicholson said he disagrees.
“If the Coca-Cola Company
really was concerned about the
workers’ rights in Colombia,
they could do something about
it if they chose to do so,”
Nicholson said.
President George Dennison
said the only reason he would
term inate the contract with
Coke is if the outcome of an
investigation would be “pretty
clear th a t there were some
egregious violations involved.”

THIS W EEK IN THE UC THEATE

LOCK, STOCK AND
TWO SMOKING BARRELS
December 6th and 7th
7 :00 p.m.

FEAR AND LOATHING
IN LAS VEGAS
December 6th and 7th
9:00 p.m.

Students, Faculty, Staff: $2 or $3 for Double Header
General Admission: $4 or $6 for Double Header
Call 243.FILM or visit wwwMt.edu/uc/theater for more Information.

C r a m m i n ’ f o r F inals
O2 S p e c i a l
At S e a s o n a l I m p r e s s i o n s O x y g e n Bar
Gr ant C r e e k Town C e n te r on N. R e s e r v e
behind F a m o u s F o ot we a r

Giue y o u r s e l f
0

Customers report:

• Renewed energy
a b o o s t d urin g • Increased focus
• Increased alertness
_____ f i n a ls /_____ * Better memory retention]
Stop in for a 10 min. 0 2 session for $8.00 (reg.
$11.50) & receive another 10-min. session free!
Bring this coupon in along with your Griz card.
Open: Mon. thru Sat. 9:30-7:00 // Sun. 12:00-5:00
327-1103

Honor the woman
who inspires you.
R ole-m odel, Friend, Mother, Co-worker,
Sister, Aunt, Teacher, Cousin, Employer,
Grandm other, Daughter,

Woman

salute TO excellence
2003
Now accepting nominations for Missoula’s
premiere event honoring outstanding women
in our community.
Nominations for the 15th annual
Salute to Excellence awards banquet
are due by Friday, December 13.
Please pick up a nomination form at
. 1130 W. Broadway
or call 543:6691
Y

pete r s ha f f

E R•S f

A m ad eu s
DECEMBER 10-14
MONTANA THEATRE
E V EN IN G S: 7:30 PM / T A L K B A C K : AFTER DEC. 13 PERFORMANCE
PAR/TV B O X OFFICE: 243-4581 / U C B O X OFFICE: 243-4436

TheUniversityof Montana

The University Center Theater

D E C E MB E R
STB AND 7TB
Lock, Stock and TvvoSmoking Barrels at 7’p.m.
Fear and Loathing in Las. Vegas at 9 p.m.

13TB

AND

14TH

Spacefills at 7 p.m.
Star Wars: Episode II—Attack of the Clones at 9 p/n.

2 §TH

AND

1ST

, How the Grinch Stole Christmas at 7 p.m.
The Nightmare Before Christmas at 9 p.m.
Students, Faculty, Staff: $2 or $3 for Double Header
General Admission: $4 or $6 for Double Header

W C A

THCJufft

Call 243.FI LM or visit www.umt.edu/ut/theater for more information.
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Musicians, crafts liven Holiday Art Fair in UC
Jeff W indm ueller

Montana Kaimin

Nature photographs, vibrantly
painted ceramic bowls, colorfully
stitched clothing, and flutes that
share the beauty and sound of
ancient American Indian cul
tures.
Art is everywhere in the UC,
and it’s all for sale.
The UC is presenting the
2002 Holiday Art Fair which
began Thursday and will run
through Saturday.
Artists from across the state
are selling their handmade goods
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Some of
the items for sale include etched
Christmas ornaments, oil lamps,
natural bath and body soaps,
photographs of nature, jewelry,
colorful clothing, trinkets and

other holiday gifts.
“This fair, in particular, is
very festive and fun,” said Lynn
Eisner, UC arts and fair coordi
nator.
The fair has been held for 33
years, making it the oldest art
fair in Missoula, Eisner said. It is
designed with a holiday theme,
there are daily gift drawings, and
the atrium will be filled with a
number of musical performers,
including the Cantan ti Missoula
singing group that will perform
Saturday, Eisner said.
The group dresses in
Renaissance clothing and will
sing carols for the festival’s shop
pers.
Among the many eye-catching
tables is one owned by Ken
Bumsvold, a flute player and

MISSOULASWINGERS

M O N TH LY M EET
& GREETS
M E M B E R S HOUSE

PARTIES

THEME PARTIES
COUPLES & SINGLE
FEMALES
SING LE GUYS BY COUPLE
INVITE ONLY

4 0 6 - 3 2 .7 - 9 9 9 5
N E X T E V E N T : C H R IS T M A S

w w w .m is s o u la s w in q e r s . c o m

D A N C E A N D SO C IA L, D E C

13™

Buy one Video
or DVD and
get a second
ofequal or lesser value

1/2 Price
m w w s )
401 N. Russell •541-8391

Offer goodwithcouponoily IMt
oris aupmper visit.
Over 2500
movies
instock

-

...

New V H S
starting at
$5.99

DVDs
starting at
$6.99

401 N. Russell

WeCany
Herbal EcstasyPills
&cigarettes
at the lowest prices

Just S o u th o f R u sse ll Street B rid g e
Check out our FREE On-Line Adult Classifieds ♦ www.spiceyvideo.com

carver who has participated in
the art fair for more than a
decade. His handmade instru
ments range in prices from $20
for a flute made of FVC pipe to
$55 for a cedar flute that resem
bles those used by plains Indian
tribes like the Sioux.
His handmade flutes were
played at the passing of the
flame ceremony during the 2002
Winter Olympics in Weber City,
Utah.
“I usually do pretty good
because of Christmas,”
Bumsvold said.
He contends that most of the
people who buy his art are col
lege students.
Bart Pickard, who owns B-SM Custom Engraving, has a
booth at the fair displaying a
number of his engraved items
like drinking flasks, wine glasses
and even a toilet seat. Pickard
has attended the fair since 1999
and said he’s found that while
business is never booming he
enjoys coming to the UC.
“I never make a real killing,
but I do make enough to want to
come back,” Pickard said.
Pickard was a broadcast jour
nalism student at UM from 1980
to 1984 and said he spent so
much time in the UC when he
was younger that the place feels
just like home.
While there are some very
expensive items — especially
jewelry and smaller art pieces —
jthat are targets for theft, there
are security guards that watch
over the UC after hours and the
owners are always on guard,
Eisner said.
Steve Jahraus, a sophomore

C o lin B l a k l e y / M o n t a n a K a i m i n

Rory O'Connor checks out the wares at the arts and crafts fair in the UC on
Thursday.

in business management, walked
into UC inquisitive about the fair
and ended up purchasing a wool
stocking cap.
“I was just looking around and
saw something I liked,” Jahraus

said. “They were very friendly and
even fleece-lined my hat for me.”
The UC hosts an art fair three
times a year. The next one will
be held in February in correla
tion with St. Valentine’s Day.

Small plane crashes into Fed. Bank Building
MIAMI (AP) — A small plane
crashed into the Federal
Reserve Bank Building during a
holiday party on Thursday
night, killing the pilot, authori
ties said. No one inside the

building was injured.
“It appears to be an acci
dent,” said Federal Aviation
Administration spokeswoman
Laura Brown in Washington.
More than 100 people includ

THANKS STUDENTS fr GRIZ...
HAVE A WONDERFUL HOLIDAY SEASON!!
Gold K e g s
Mot D ea ls
Call for Specials, but remember every keg is special to us!
W o r d e n ' s is y o u r K e g K a p i t o l
1A

•
•
•
•

M c E w a n s I.P.A.
P a u la n a P ilse n e r
W a r ste in e r P ilse n e r
B a y e r n H efew e ize n

• H e n r y 's D a r k

fin l l n h

$99.00 save $61
$99.00 save $51
$99.00 save $51
$89.00 save $36
$29.00 save $6

"We guarantee a clean, working tapping system for each keg.
We know. We clean and test each tap before it goes out."

•••New, Cool & U nusual***
Q-foCufay Gift giving Worden’s Stufe
*St. Sebastian & S t Paul Gift Packs
(2 Swing Top Bottles w/glass)
Hoogstraten Porter 750 ml
Crock Swing Top Bottles
Bokrigus Kruikenbler 750 ml
Crock Swing Top Bottles
«
*3 Liter Heineken Gift Box 0
*Beers of the World Gift Packs
■"Anchor Christmas Beer
*Aass Norwegian Christmas Beer (w/Gnome)
More showing up each day, stop by for your personal Holiday Beer Tour
2 4 - beers In a case, 24 - hours In a day, c o in c id e n c e *?*"

Higgins 6 Spruce
Downtown. M issoula 549-1293
check us out u t :

ATM

wumui/ordens.com
8AM 'Tit 10PM
FRI. & SAT. 7It IIPM

ing the bank’s directors were in
the one-story building when the
experimental aircraft slammed
into the northeast side, explod
ed and burst into flames. The
Miami bureau of The Associated
Press is also in the building.
Brown said the FAA believes
the plane was coming from
Marathon in the Florida Keys
and traveling to New Smyrna
Beach on Florida’s central east
coast.
The plane crashed about
three miles west of Miami
International Airport, but the
pilot did not contact air traffic
controllers there, airport
spokeswoman Tfere Estorino
said.
The aircraft, a Four Winds
192 made in July, was flying
north before making a sharp
turn southeast and crashing,
said Alan Yunnan, spokesman
for the National Transportation
Safety Board.
The pilot, who was the only
one aboard, has not been identi
fied, Yunnan said.
The FBI was keeping in close
contact with investigators, said
FBI Miami spokeswoman Judy
Orihuela.
The bank is a branch of the
Federal Reserve in Atlanta. It
processes cash and checks from
banks and other financial
institutions in South Florida,
bank spokesman Pierce Nelson
said.
Some windows were broken
but there appeared to be no
structural damage to the build
ing.
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Busted, bruised, belligerent, bewildered — the best of the blotter
Kellyn Brown
Montana Kaimin

Monday; Sept 2,139 a m
A portable toilet was tipped over
near the foot bridge, according to
police records. Public Safety offi
cers said they didn’t know who
did it, and called the company
that owned it to come pick it up.
“These things seem to happen
between 1:30 and 2:30 in the morn
ing,” said Capt. Jim Lemcke, the
assistant director of Public Safety.
Saturday, Sept. 7, 11:38 pan.
A student was hitting golf balls
on the Oval toward various
buildings on campus, according
to police records. The suspect
was written up for student con
duct and Public Safety took the
clubs away.
“You don’t hit golf balls in the
middle of the night,” Lemcke said.
Sunday, Sept. 8, 6:44 p.m.
Two people were shooting water
balloons at Miller Hall with a
giant slingshot.
Lemcke said the students
were charged with criminal mis
chief after a window was bro
ken.
Wednesday, Sept 11,1255 pun.
Public Safety removed a tran
sient sleeping in front of the Law
School Building.
“A Supreme Court justice was
going to walk through that door
later so it was important to get
rid of him,” Lemcke said.
Saturday, Sept 21,256 a . m .
An MSU student visiting
Duniway Hall was taken into cus
tody for disorderly conduct and
being a minor in possession of
alcohol, according to police records.
“He was sitting on the roof of
the landing in back of Duniway,
and being loud and obnoxious
toward people in the area,” Lemcke
said. “He tried to run, but an officer
caught him and arrested him.”
He added that the suspect was
also cited for having a fake I.D.
Saturday, S ep t 21,2:24 pan.
An officer saw students taking
beer from the Grizzly Athletic
Association coolers at the football

game and cited them for student
misconduct, police records said.
“(GAA) left their coolers unat
tended, and some students
helped themselves,” Lemcke said.
Saturday, S ep t 21, 5:12 pan.
Handlebars were reported stolen
from a bike locked up in front of
the Adams Center.
“They just stole the handle
bars,” Lemcke said. “It’s weird,
but that’s what happened.”
Wednesday, S e p t 25, 6 pan.
Two men were cited in Craig
Hall for possession of parapher
nalia and dangerous drugs,
according to police records.
Officers responded to a com
plaint of a suspicious smell com
ing from the suspects’ dorm
room, Lemcke said, and found
hallucinogenic mushrooms, mari
juana and paraphernalia.
“It sounded like they had dope
all over their room,” Lemcke said.
Wednesday, Sept 25,750 pan.
Two locks were superglued shut
in the Skaggs Building and
Public Safety responded.
“Somebody has been injecting
glue in the door locks in the
Skaggs Building,” Lemcke said.
“And locksmiths have to drill the
lock out.”
It cost $500 to dislodge the
doors, Lemcke said.
Thursday, S ep t 26, 251 a.m.
A man stopped for suspicious
activity was arrested on a war
rant from Cascade County,
according to police records.
Lemcke said the warrant was
for obstructing a peace officer.
“He attempted to get in and
move a police car,” Lemcke said.
“He challenged an officer to fight.
And he identified himself using a
relative’s driver license.”
Lemcke said along with the
warrant the suspect was arrested
for disorderly conduct.
Wednesday, Oct. 2,11:45 pan.
A man brought a pickup truck to
Public Safety after he realized he
had borrowed the wrong vehicle.
A friend had given the man
permission to use their truck and
told him to use keys hidden on it.

FOOD FOR
THOUGHT

The man found a vehicle match
ing the description his friend had
given him and after finding hid
den keys, drove off with it.
“He didn’t get very far before
he realized he got the wrong
truck,” Lemcke said.
After filling the gas tank, the
man returned to the parking lot
only to find that the parking spot
where the truck was had been
taken.
He then brought the vehicle to
Public Safety, and the owner of
the pickup was contacted and
advised of the situation.
Lemcke said the only differ
ence between the two vehicles
was that one had a kayak on top
and the other didn’t.
“If you would have asked me
what the odds were of this hap
pening, Fd say it can’t happen,”
Lemcke said.
Thursday, Oct. 3,356 pan.
Public Safety responded to a report
of a bicycle chained more than six
feet off the ground in a tree.
“The bicycle was so high the
officer couldn’t get it,” Lemcke said.
Officers notified a mainte
nance crew, which cut the lock
and brought the bike to Public
Safety for impound.
Thursday, Oct. 3,1153 pan.
Two women reported to Public
Safety that they had been chased
by a naked man near Arthur
Avenue. The women initially
called 911 and city police had
been notified, according to Public
Safety records.
“The man was approximately
30 years old, and six foot,”
Lemcke said. “He crossed Arthur*
and told the women they were
the lucky winner of the streak
contest.”
The suspect was not located.
Thursday, Oct. 10,l(k05 a.m.
A man was cited for indecent
exposure in the Mansfield
Library and given a 72-hour
restriction from campus.
The suspect was masturbating
in the library Lemcke said, and
admitted to coming to campus to
look at girls.
Officers are allowed to give
the 72-hour restriction without

approval from higher authority,
Lemcke said.
The man was not a student.
Saturday, Oct. 12,958 pan.
A man was arrested in the Adams
Center after being found in felony
possession of dangerous drugs.
“Hallucinogenic mushrooms
dropped out of his pants as he
was walking into the concert,”
Lemcke said. “Make your own
judgment about his intelligence.”
Wednesday, Oct. 16,956 a.m.
A juvenile was stopped on
Maurice Avenue and cited for
minor in possession and marijua
na possession, according to police
records.
The juvenile was pulled over
for expired plates, said Capt. Jim
Lemcke, the assistant director of
Public Safety.
“When they roll down their
window and a cloud of smoke
rolls out, that is an indication
that the officer should investi
gate further,” Lemcke said.
Saturday, Oct. 19,3:40 pan.
Public Safety assisted a man
near the foot bridge who was
attempting to retrieve a shopping
cart out of the Clark Fork River.
“He was OK and an officer
gave him a blanket,” Lemcke said.
Sunday, Oct. 20, 152 a on.
A custodial staff member report
ed to Public Safety th at three
people were driving a golf cart up
and down the sidewalk.
“I don’t know where they got
the golf cart or where they went
with it,” Lemcke said.
Thursday, Nov. 7,2 pan.
Two men got into a fight in the RTV Building over who was going to
use the sound room in the building.
“One student signed up for
time and another student wanted
to use the room,” Lemcke said.
“They proceeded to yell a t each
other and then started to fight.”
During the fight the students
knocked over equipment and tore
cords out of electronics, Lemcke
said.
He said the damage is being
assessed and both men were
cited for disorderly conduct.

“They have numerous classes
together,” Lemcke said. “And
they were warned to stay away
from each other. Both men were
banged up pretty good. It was a
fairly physical fight.”
Thursday, Nov. 7,351 pan.
A Public Safety officer responded
to a report of a red Geo Prism
that had been vandalized in the
Lommasson Center parking lot.
“It appeared someone put a
keg of beer on the roof,” Lemcke
said. “Possibly to have a kegger
on the roof of her car.”
The car windshield was also
damaged, he said.
Saturday, Nov. 9,3 5 0 a.m.
An officer saw a man pulling wires
out of a box at the base of a traffic
light pole on Beckwith Avenue,
according to Public Safety records.
“This guy is nuts,” Lemcke said.
“He pried open a power supply to a
light pole, grabbed one of the hot
wires and yanked it. I don't think
it was a very smart thing to do.”
The man was cited for crimi
nal mischief.
Saturday, Nov. 9 ,1 5 5 pan.
A man watching the Griz football
game from outside the stadium
was cited for disorderly conduct
and taken into custody for a local
warrant.
“People around him said he
was being obnoxious and challeng
ing people to fight,” said Public
Safety Officer Kristen Stewart.
The suspect’s friend was also
cited for drug possession.
“His friend lit up and smoked
(marijuana) out of a beer can
right in front of us,” Stewart said.
She added that both of the
men were transients.
Sunday, Nov. 17,11:13 pan.
A crowd of people waiting for
football tickets outside the
Adams Center was igniting fire
works and throwing bottles,
according to police records.
City police were called in to
assist Public Safety with the
crowd.
People were also urinating in
public, Stewart said, and vomit
was hurled on the south door of
the Liberal Arts Building.

P R E S ID E N T G E O R G E M. D E N N IS O N
W E E K L Y O P E N O F F IC E H O U R S
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Need a study break?
H ow about a hearty breakfast and a
bottomless cup of coffee before class or
a hot bow l of homemade veggie chili for
lunch? W e also have a great selection
of sandw iches, salads, burgers,
quesadillas, burritos... w ell, you get the
idea! See you soon?
540 Daly
Missoula MT 59801
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Open 7am ■ 7pm
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Heading home fo r the holidays?
Setting bored with Grandma?

Plan on some excitement with Aerie....
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Held at the University o f Montana, Missoula
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M o r e c u ts w ill c o m e

THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF & ALUMNI

Y o u ’ re I n v i t e d to t he 9t h A n n u a l

if c o a l f u n d p la n d ie s

G ettin g W ild with Gam e C ooking Show!

HELENA (AP) - If the
Democratic minority balks at tak
ing money from the coal tax trust
fund to help erase the budget
deficit, the result will be deeper
cuts in education and human serv
ices programs, Republican legisla
tive leaders said Thursday.
The warning came during a
rare gathering of the top legislative
leaders, during the Montana
Taxpayers Association annual con
vention. The six men discussed
possible solutions to the more than
$200 m illion deficit facing the 2003
Legislature.
A centerpiece of the debate
became Republican Gov. Judy
Martz’s proposal to take $93 mil
lion from the coal fund. That would
require Democratic support to get
the necessary three-fourths vote of
each house, a majority that has
been almost impossible to achieve
over the years.
Senate Majority Leader Fred
Thomas, R-Stevensville, said fail
ure to use that money will force

6 : 0 0 p m, F r i d a y J a n u a r y 10, 2 0 0 3
University Center Ballroom, $10/person
This y e a r ’s show will i ncl ude di spl ay
c oo k in g by v i s i ti n g chefs f r o m the
N o r t h w e s t a nd C a n a d a , and a
s p e c i a l p r e s e n t a t i o n by n a t i o n a l l y
renowned b arbeque expert Jim
Mu rr ay, CEC.

,

Enjoy cooking demonstrations
sample venison, antelope, bear, and more!

Tickets are limited.
Don’t delay!
This show will sell out!
Tickets are available at
the UC TIC-IT-EZ office
A valid Griz ID card or Alumni card is
required for purchases.
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the Legislature to slash spending
even more than already proposed
or to pass some kind of tax increas
es.
House Majority Leader Roy
Brown, R-Billings, was more spe
cific in saying education and
human services would be the los
ers.
House Minority Leader-elect
Dave Wanzenried, D-Missoula,
panned the coal tax idea. He said
the state’s practice of using such
one-time sources of money to pay
for ongoing expenses is one of the
reasons for the budget crisis.
Past legislatures have robbed
trust funds to keep the budget in
the black and that has led to a pat
tern of the state spending more
money than it collects in revenue,
Wanzenried said.
Senate Minority Leader-elect
Jon Ifester, D-Big Sandy, said the
Legislature won’t be able to muster
the votes to tap the trust. He ques
tioned the Republicans’ claim that
the state’s financial problems are
temporary and can be solved with
a one-time transfer of money from
trust fund.
Although they promised to try
working together, the leaders dis
played little agreement
While Wanzenried decried the
GOP policy of giving tax cuts to
business, House Speaker-elect
Doug Mood, R-Seeley Lake, said
they are needed to make the state
more competitive in attracting
businesses that can improve the
economy.
He said the state must develop
more of its natural resources as a
key to reviving the economy.
“It doesn’t make any sense to
stymie development of the
resources we have,” Mood said.
Wanzenried said the
Legislature should demand proof
that tax cuts work, just as it insists
on knowing the effectiveness of
government programs in deciding
whether they are worth funding.
When Tfester said the decline in
state aid for schools has caused
local property taxes to go up,
Thomas argued there is no such
tax shift, because state education
funding has continued to increase.

B u sin e ss
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• Advertising
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• Copy Editor
• Office
• Photo Editor
Assistants
►Photographer
Pick up applications in Journalism 206!

Applications are Due:
December 6th, @ noon in Journalism 206.

Q u it t in g
BUSINESS SALE
PAINTS - BRUSHES - CANVAS - CHALKS
PAPER - EASELS
EVERYTH IN G M U ST GO!

THIS STORE WILL CLOSE SOON SO
SHOP NOW FOR BEST SELECTION
AND SAVINGS

JERRY’S
ARTARAMA
700 SW HIGGINS
(NEXT TO STAGELINE PIZZA)

OPEN Mon-Sat 10 to 6
Sale held pursuant to License Number 235 issued by the City Clerk
o f the City o f Missoula on the 27th day o f November, 2002
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Law suit
Continued from Page 1

regular patient of patients surveys
find Curry’s care to be excellent.
The last survey, taken in 1998,
says that 93.5 percent rated servic
es at the facility as being either
“excellent” or “good.”
Services from the medical clin
ic at Curry are essentially free if a
student is enrolled at least parttime at UM. Upon enrollment,
students pay a health fee, which
is where Curry gets about 85 per
cent of its budget, Bell said.
.Ashley Pierce’s case begs the
question: Whose responsibility was
it for Pierce to follow up on the ini
tial examination of the mole?
And that question begs anoth
er question about the issues con
cerning the unique situation col
lege students face with health
care. Oftentimes, student health
centers have to be aware that stu
dents may be visiting a health
care provider without a parent for
the first time. Laela Shimer
acknowledges this vulnerability.
“We are trying to teach stu
dents about the utilization of
health care because we’re very
sensitive to the fact that often this
is the first care they’ve
approached without a parent,”
Shimer says.
Bell admits that student
health is not like other aspects of
health care.
“We believe very strongly that
our mission is not to just provide
medical care, but enhance their
education so when they leave the
University, they’re better in a
broader sense,” Bell said. “For
instance, so they understand their
personal health, their rights as
individuals, how to deal with
insurance issues better than they
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may have before.”
Nationally, the number of suits
filed against student health clin
ics is rising and that is a major
concern, Bell said. But he doesn’t
see the increase of lawsuits hav
ing a reflection on the quality of
care being provided.
Shimer pointed out that “good”
practitioners can expect to be
sued once every 10 years.
Considering Curry employs six
physicians, six nurse practitioners
and 12 nurses, that average is
bound to hit home at some point.
Friends say that the suit is not
a case of blame, but rather, of
awareness. Ashley was the one
who first pushed for something to
be said about her care at Curry.
Normally, Connor says, it would
not be like her to put up such a
fight, but she was convinced that
something had gone wrong in her
case.
Peterson said confidence in
Curry should not be squandered,
but he did say: “Something went
wrong and someone paid the price
with her life.”
Peterson hopes that Curry will
make strides to show the student
population that steps are being
taken to rectify the situation so that
this will not likely happen again.
Above all, it’s just important
for students to hear about Pierce’s
story and for those who knew her
to keep remembering her as the
fighter she was.
For two years she fought with
extensive treatment, literally from
coast to coast.
Connor lived with Ashley
throughout the two years of her
battle. Their group of friends got
incredibly close, doing things like

Top 40/Hip Hop/House

for unrelated reasons. The mole
was not inspected. Almost two
years later, Pierce returned to
have the mole checked. Medical
notes indicated that the mole was,
“irregularly shaped, multi-colored,
scaly and was approximately 10
mm with an 8 mm center that
was purplish brown/red.”
Again the mole was not biopsied and the doctor told her that
although the mole had “definite
worrisome characteristics includ
ing size, shape and the change” it
was probably benign and could
wait until school finished to have
it removed, the complaint reads.
In May 2000, a doctor outside
of CHC diagnosed her with malig
nant melanoma. Later, cancer was
detected in her liver and lymph
nodes, according to the complaint.
Ashley’s parents are demand
ing a jury trial on the basis that
her injuries and death were
caused by the negligence of CHC.
The Pierces are suing for wrong
ful death and survivorship
actions.
Both Curry Health Center and
Pierce’s parents have been
instructed by their lawyers to not
comment on the case so as to not
interfere with the suit.
Laela Shimer, the medical clin
ic’s director, would say that
despite the negative connotation
the suit carries with it, students
should keep in mind that quality
of care at CHC is not in jeopardy.
“When the case came out, it
was a shock to our students,” she
said. “We didn’t really know how
to take it. It’s important to say
that people make mistakes.
Mistakes happen.”
Dr. David Bell, director of the
center, is also worried about how
news of the suit may affect
patients at CHC.
“It’s important to understand
that a disagreement about some
thing does not mean that a mis
take was made,” Bell said. “It is
my concern that students who
read about this will reach the con

clusion that because a suit is filed,
something is wrong. It is the legal
system that decides whether or
not something was wrong or not
and that will work itself out the
way it was supposed to.”
Peterson, a former ASUM pres
ident as well as a former CHC vol
unteer, says it’s important for stu
dents to learn about Pierce’s story
because it may help them with
their own health care issues.
CHC is convenient and inex
pensive for students, which is a
huge benefit to the campus, he
says. However, he suggests, stu
dents should learn through
Pierce’s experience.
“It’s a great place for a person
to go if they have surface-level ail
ments like if they have a cold,”
Peterson says. “But there are
things that, certainly, you need
specialists and other professionals
to look at.”
Curry Health Center gets
about 30,000 visits — from 75 to
80 percent of the student popula
tion — each year at the medical
clinic, Bell says.
In the last 20 years, Curry has
only been sued three times, count
ing Pierce’s case, Shimer said.
Although they are not required
to do so, three years ago, the clinic
was accredited for the first time
by a national certification of
ambulatoiy care, which gave the
center the maximum possible
accreditation of three years.
Curry will be up for accreditation
again in February.
On each of the 24 categories on
which the accreditation was
based, Curry was given the high
est of marks.
Bell and Shimer both say that

playing croquet in the middle of
the day.
“We didn’t do anything special
It was just the energy behind it,”
Connor says. “It was just so pre
cious.”
Despite the fact that most of
their time was spent in the hospi
tal during their two-year relation
ship, Connor still says that they
were the best two years of his life.
Maybe it was knowing that life
is too short to not have fun.
Maybe it was just Ashley.
“She was so optimistic. So fun
to be around,” Connor says.
She used to joke about “Lance
the Cance” or “Mona the
Melanoma,” with friends. She was
brutally honest, but optimistic
about her illness and that put
everyone at ease. It wasn’t until
after her death that Connor found
some of her paintings. Under the
paint were words, about cancer,
about fear. He says he never saw
any of that while she was alive.
Maybe she was hiding it. That’s
how selfless she was.
“She loved her friends,”
Peterson says. “She loved to live.”
Peterson remembers taking
her to the President’s box at a
football game while he was
ASUM president. She was selfconscious after the chemotherapy,
so she explained to everyone in
the box about the cancer.
“She was so self-conscious about
not having hair and what people
would think of her” Peterson said.
“Her image was important her not
in a superficial way but it was
almost an art to her, to dress up
and look her best She was so beau
tiful without hair. Everything
about her was beautiful.”

T H O U SA N D S
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Quarter Moon Books
One Block from Cam pus • Next to The Break
1221 Helen Ave., M issoula • 40 6-728 -3 01 6
Monday-Friday noon-8, Saturday 11-7, som e Sundays

10 GREAT REASONS
TO DO YOUR LAUNDRY AT

Dr. Lynn Montgomery OB-GYN

MISSOULA'S CLEAN SPOTS

Rocku Mountain Womens Health
Dave Dillon,Owner

T re a tm e n t f o r A b norm al Paps
O B-G YN
Cleaners
Alterations
Car Wash/ Laundromats

1. FREE LAUNDRY SOAP

Contraceptive
Management

2. YOUR (1 IS WORTH $1.10 AT THE GREEN HANGER
3. WEEKLY DRAWINGS FOR 5 FREE WASHES
4. CLEAN, BRIGHT St COMFORTABLE, WITH LOTS OF WELL-LIT PARKING

Primary Care Physician
(colds,flu)

5. FREE INTERNET ACCESS
6. DEBIT CARD LAUNDROMAT- NO HASSLING WITH COINS

Annual exams (paps)

7. EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICES
8. HEATED CAR-WASH BAYS AT OUR BROADWAY LOCATION
9. FREE COURTESY PHONE
10. CLEANING St ALTERATIONS SERVICES AVAILABLE
146 WOODFORD STREET - 728-1948
980 EAST BROADWAY - 728-1919
(ACROSS FROM ALBERTSON'S)

Accessible from
U of M by bus!

Rocky Mountain Women's Health
2 ^ 2 5 Fort Missoula Road, Suite 2 0 2
Missoula, MT 5 9 ^ 0 4-7 4 2 4 -

Ernail: apgarjO@mohtanadsl.het
Phone: 4 -0 9 -5 4 -9 -0 9 7 ?,
Fax: 4-09-S4-9-09S7
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F eature
Story by Kristen Inbody
Elbow Room bouncer Rod
Jackson passes back an ID to a
patron entering the bar
Thursday evening. The Elbow
Room is one of the few bars
that will take tribal identifica
tion.

Photos by Olivia Nisbet

Elbow Room bouncer Rod Jackson checks an identification before allowing a patron to enter. The Elbow Room is one o f the few bars that will take tribal identifica
tion, but bouncers there prefer to liave another from of identification to accompany the ID.

Bars, restaurants tend
not to accept tribal IDs
With a federally-issued identi
fication card in hand, UM stu
dent Jeniffer Southerland, 21,
headed downtown.
Her ED was rejected at the
Boardroom Lounge.
The problem? Her ED was
from the Fort Belknap Indian
Reservation in north central
Montana.
“They said they don’t accept
tribal IDs,” said Southerland, a
junior in Native American stud
ies. “I’ve heard of this happening
a lot, but it’s never happened to
me before ... It’s ridiculous. It’s
the same as any other ED.”
Southerland said she won
dered if tribal IDs weren’t accept
ed because of racist policies.
“It’s crossed my mind a few
times,” she said. “It’s just because
it’s from a tribe and not from the
state of Montana they wouldn’t
take it.”
Tyler (refused to give his last
name), the manager of the
Boardroom, confirmed that they
do not take tribal EDs.
“I don’t need to talk about
that,” he said. He hung up when
asked why he didn’t accept tribal
IDs.
Derek Bunnell, manager of
the Elbow Room, said he does
take tribal IDs, but only with
something else, like a student ID,
to establish the name as well.

“We would definitely like to
see a driver’s license first,”
Bunnell said. “We would not say,
‘No, no way.’”
Leslie Laird, manager of the
Iron Horse, said the tavern does
not take tribal IDs.
“No, we don’t accept them. It
doesn’t give 100 percent proof of
birth date,” L<aird said. “They’re
easier to fake ... anyone can
make a tribal ID.”
The Iron Horse takes driver’s
licenses and military IDs, Laird
said.
There are two major problem
with tribal IDs, Laird said. First,
they are not in the books that
bars use to validate EDs from dif
ferent states. Also, tribal IDs
have few security measures like
holograms, bar codes and ultravi
olet light sensitivity.
Tribal identifications are
either issued by a tribal council or
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Raymond Cross, a UM Law
school professor specializing in
Indian law, said as soon as states
make a more solid recognition of
tribal IDs, the cards will become
more fraud resistant in response.
“Tribal IDs are becoming more
and more common, but the estab
lished practice by taverns and
restaurants is a lack of recogni
tion that tribes have the right to
issue IDs,” Cross said.

The front door of the Boardroom
prominentely displays a sign stating
that the bar cards. The Boardroon is
one of the many bars that does not
accept tribal identifications.

Denying tribal IDs is a poten
tial civil rights’violation, Cross
said.
However, “the right to use
tribal EDs is not on that strong of
a legal footing,” he said. “They
should be accepted, but until
there is a successful lawsuit or a
state or federal law, they won’t
have to.”
Cross has never heard of a
case in Montana dealing with the
issue.

A thousand miles from
Missoula, denying a tribal ID
brought about a lawsuit against
the Applebee’s Neighborhood Bar
and Grill chain.
Michael O’Neill of Superior,
Wise., went out for dinner with
his wife, his son and his son’s
fiancee in a newly opened
Applebee’s on Nov. 14, 2000. He
ordered a brandy and was asked
to show identification.
O’Neill, 58, doesn’t have a
drivers license, but he does have
a tribal ID from the Red Lake
Band of Chippewa American
Indians. The ID has his photo
graph, name, date of birth, social
security number, his tribe, his
tribal ID number, height, weight,
hair color, eye color and home
address.
The experience was humiliat
ing, O’Neill said. “Can you imag
ine asking a 56-year-old for an
ID?”
O’Neill and his wife were
wearing a tribal logo on their
jackets and are obviously
American Indians, he said.
“They didn’t even offer an
apology,” O’Neill said of
Applebee’s.
Before O’Neill’s experience,
Applebee’s had been hit with a
series of sting operations where
minors had come in without EDs
and were served alcohol, accord

ing to court records. Every
employee who had served those
with no IDs had been fired,
according to records.
O’Neill filed suit, cla im in g the
restaurant chain violated Title H
of the U.S. Civil Rights Act of
1964 and Wisconsin law. O’Neill
sought $9 million in punitive
damages at trial by jury. He said
he wanted to use the money to
establish an educational fund to
benefit American Indian children
of his tribe and establish a legal
defense fund. His suit was dis
missed by U.S. District Court
Judge Barbara Crabb.
O’Neill filed an appeal but set
tled with Applebee’s for attor
ney’s fees. Applebee’s did not
make any concessions regarding
tribal IDs.
“If I go in now, they wouldn’t
accept my tribal ID,” O’Neill
said.
UM student Luella Brien, a
junior in journalism, experiences
the same thing in Missoula.
“Everyone knows you just can’t
use your tribal ID,” Brien said.
“They can get by with that on the
rez, but when students come
down to visit friends, the people
without state IDs get left behind.”
It’s not fair, Brien said.
“Tribes are federally recog
nized so their EDs should be
taken. But no bars take them.”
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Calendar
Friday
•C lu b N o c tu rn a l
should be hopping at 10
p.m. The club is on the sec
ond floor of the UC and is
open until 2 a.m. Alcohol
will be served from the
Bistro. The cost is $2 at the
door. Take your Griz Card
and driver’s license if you
w ant to drink.
• “L ock, S tock a n d
Two S m oking B a rre ls ”
will play a t the UC Theater
a t 7:00 p.m. and “Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas” will
follow a t 9 p.m.
• 10-M inute P lay s will
showcase UM’s finest play
wrights in short plays th a t
sta rt a t 7:30 p.m. in the
Masquer Theatre.
Admission is free.
Colin Blakley/Montana Kaimin

• M u rd e r o n th e
R iv ie ra is a dinner theatre
in the UC Ballroom a t 6
p.m. Tickets are $18. For
more info, call 243-4636.

Saturday
•M ovies: see F riday.
• 10-M inute P lays: see
Friday.
•H o lid ay P ops C o n ce rt
presented by the Missoula
Symphony Orchestra will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
University Theatre. The*concert will feature Broadway
star Debbie Gravitte. Tickets
are $8-30. Call 721-3194.
•S n o o p D ogg will rock
the hiz-ouse (or the Brick
Breeden Field hiz-ouse th a t
is) in Bozeman. Tickets are
$33-$36.

Sunday
•D o w n to w n P a ra d e of
L ig h t will begin at 3 p.m. on
Higgins Avenue. The parade
will include all kinds of excit
ing holiday fun. For more
info, call 543-4238.
•S eco n d W ind R ead in g
S eries presents Mandy
Smoker Broaddus and Debra
Earling a t the Hob Nob at
7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Missoula bands have sung their
songs, Margaret Cho has come
and gone.
Orchestras, art shows and plays.
Testy Fest was all the craze.
Rim reviewers said their piece,
horoscopes that have
not ceased.
Snoop Dogg here,
museum glancing.
Real World tryouts,
belly dancing.
Kaimin arts staff kept it real.
Happy holidays, bee-yotch!

This pottery, made by Julie Berg, w ill be in the upcoming ceramics Christmas show and sale in the A r t A n n e x on Dec. 12-14.

C e r a m ic s s h o w to h a v e p o ts , p iz z a .
The sale, which is the 17th the club has
hosted, is a good way for ceramics students
to make a little extra money.
“50 percent of the sale goes to the artist
and 50 percent of the sale goes to the
The Christmas season: a good time
organization,” Lo said. “The organization
to support those less fortunate than
then uses the money to bring visiting
yourself. Who better to bolster than the
artists to campus, to send students to
Starving Sculpture and Ceramic
national conferences and to buy specialty
Students?
materials. So it’s a win-win situation for
The club will present its annual
ceramics students.”
Christmas show and sale Dec. 12-14 at
All kinds of pottery will be available
the Art Annex, which is in the same
with prices varying from cheap to expen
building as the Grizzly pool.
sive.
The event will kick off Thursday the
Colin Blakley/Montana Kaimin
“There will be everything from sculpture
12th when ceramics students provide
Paige W right works on her panda bear tea pots fo r the
work, to metal work, to pots, to ceramics,
music and treats — including kilnChristmas show during her Ceramics class in the A r t Annex.
from very small to very large,” Lo said. “I’d
baked pizza —from 4 to 7 p.m. It will
guess that the prices for items will be any
continue Friday from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
where from $3 to $1,000.”
and finish up Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Students entered in the show will also have a chance to win schol
“It’s a good time,” said University of Montana ceramics professor
arships and awards sponsored by the department, UM President
Beth Lo. “Food will be served, music will be played. It’ll be a party.”
George Dennison and community businesses.
The event will have a room full of ceramics on display and another
“The kids really get into this,” Lo said. “It’s just a good time for
room for ceramics on sale.
everyone involved.”
Luke Johnson
Eye Spy Reporter

‘S

c r u m

p tio u s ’ s ty fiz e c f c o s tu m

Luke Johnson
Eye Spy Reporter

Costum e designer Chris
Milodragovich has been
using fashion to tell the
U niversity of M ontana
dram a dep artm en t’s stories
for more th a n 16 years.
“Costum es set up charac
te rs to act th e way they do,”
she said. “Costum es help the
audience to in te rp re t a char
a c te r’s personality. One’s
beliefs and values are often
expressed through fashion.
It’s not any different th a n
today in th e real world.”
Milodragovich is ju s t fin
ishing h er work on costumes
for th e UM D rama/Dance
production of “Am adeus,”
which will ru n nightly a t
7:30 p.m. from Dec. 10-14 in
th e M ontana T heatre.
The play is a fictional
story about th e la st 10 years

of th e life of composer
Wolfgang A madeus M ozart,
which tak es place in V ienna
from 1781-1791. It is n a rr a t
ed by Antonio Salieri, who
was a rival of M ozart.
“V ienna was a hot spot a t
th is tim e, a prem ier spot for
cu ltu re,” Milodragovich said.
“O ur director (Chris Evans)
called it th e Hollywood of its
day.”
She continued, “The play
is all about outrage and je a l
ousy. T here’s also some
incest involved. It was an era
of g re a t elegance, ex trav a
gance and splendor in th e
A ustrian C ourt.”
Milodragovich and Evans
had to decide if th e costumes
were going to be historically
accurate.
“We had to decide up
front: Are we trying to recre
ate history or would th e play
itself b e tte r be served in a
different way?”

e s

to

r e ffe c t

Milodragovich said. “We
decided to go w ith a stylized
version of history. We cer
tain ly acknowledge th e p eri
od, we’re getting a strong fla
vor of th e period, b u t we’re
not building m useum pieces.
We’re try in g to reflect th e
period of em bellishm ent,”
Milodragovich said.
“The costum es set up th e
characters, th e tim e period
and th e social s tra ta of th e
people who are very well to
do,” she said.
The women’s costumes
have “wide silhouettes” th a t
will m ake them appear much
broader b u t w ith th e sam e
depth. The style is contrary
to m odern-day or even recent
historic styles, b u t was all
th e rage in M ozart’s days,
she said.
“The women will have
some serious hip action,”
Milodragovich said.
M ozart him self will be

h is to r y

dressed to fit his personality.
“M ozart’s costumes will
reflect his flamboyance and
arrogance,” she said. “His
over-the-top attitu d e will be
ap p aren t w ith a lot of red
and gold fabric.”
The process for costume
m aking began in A ugust
w hen Milodragovich sat
down w ith Evans to discuss
the ins and outs of the play.
Since then, Milodragovich
and 30 others in the depart
m ent have been working
“fastly and furiously” to com
plete costumes for th e show.
“It’s been a scrumptious
show to work on,”
Milodragovich said. “We’ve
been able to work w ith in ter
esting fabrics and been chal
lenged throughout.”
Tickets for “Amadeus” are
$12 for students and $15 for
the general public and are
available in the UC Box
Office or by calling 243-4581.
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Get the scoop on the holiday gaming loot
Pete Nowakowski
Montana Kaimin

Christmas is a sacred and
holy day for gamers. Not in
the traditional sense of baby
Jesus, yule logs and festive
jolliness, but rath e r for the
extended break from school
and tons of gam ing loot. It’s
the perfect time of year to
crank up the heat, eat ju n k
food and play games all day.
Who wants to go outside in
the freezing snow anyway?
So in the tradition of th e
“haul of ’92,” in which I raked
in 10 Nintendo games, I will
share my holiday cheer and
offer this guide of the 10 best
games to demand to be put
under the tree w ith your
name on them.
For th e PC:
“B attlefield 1942:” The
best multiplayer first person
shooter since Tribes 2 lets you
fly planes, drive tanks, control

subm arines, aircraft carriers,
and battleships, fire artillery
and blow stuff up, all while
shooting your friends. Fun.
“A sh eron ’8 C all 2: F a llen
K ings:” The first online role
player to h it its second gener
ation is a continuation of the
underrated “A sheron’s Call,”
w here players are given th e
task of rebuilding th e land of
D ereth several generations
after th e fall of th e “Golden
Age,” which had its begin
nings in th e story line of the
first game.
“M ech w arrior 4:
M ercen aries:” You can never
have enough gian t robot
games, and th is franchise is
king. Based on th e FASA
BattleTech universe, you play
as th e leader of a small
M ercenary u n it in search of
th e m ighty dollar, or in th is
case, th e C-Bill.
F or th e Xbox:
“S p lin te r Cell:” T he fir st
g r ea t gam e a fter “H alo” for

th e Microsoft console system.
From th e world of Tom
Clancy, you play Sam Fisher,
a “S plinter Cell,” an NSA
agent given th e 5th freedom,
which m eans you can do
w hatever it takes — like
sneaking around killing bad
guys and blowing stu ff up —
to protect America and her
ideologies.
“S te e l B attalion :” This
$200 dollar m onster from
Capcom comes w ith a gimongous dual-joystick, 40-button
controller w ith foot pedals, all
of which let you control a
gian t robot th a t blows stuff
up. Not for th e meek, stiff
learning curve and an em pha
sis on simulation.
“M ech A ssault:” Yet
another gian t robot game, but
th is one is th e flagship game
for Xbox Live, th e Xbox’s
online m ultiplayer service.
Make sure you ask for the
Xbox Live s ta rte r pack so you
can log on and blow up your

INTELLIGENT DANCE MUSIC
TO ENLIGHTEN JAY’S AUDIENCE
Ira Sather- Olson
Eye Spy Reporter
What sort of show do you get with
two electronic rock bands and a h ilari
ous, white hip-hop emcee?
The Tigerbeat6 “Paws Across
America” tour.
Tigerbeat6 is one of the prem ier
record labels in the United States
showcasing experimental electronic
music, also known as IDM, or
Intelligent Dance Music. IDM is
known as music th a t crosses bound
aries.
Tigerbeat6 is run by Kid606, a wellknown IDM producer who has become
somewhat of a household nam e when
it comes to this type of music.
Producers of this genre have been
known to use everything from the
sounds of plastic surgery to the clicks
and pops of vinyl records in their
musical productions.
Missoula isn’t quite a bastion for
IDM, but recent shows by top-notch
artists in the genre like Richard
Devine and Hrvatski show th a t certain
Missoulians have an appetite for
abstract electronic music.
Cex, Numbers and Stars as Eyes
are musicians who push the bound
aries of electronically-produced music
as well as rock and hip-hop.
They will be stopping by Jay ’s
Upstairs this Saturday as they embark
on their “Paws Across America” tour
around the United States.
Stars as Eyes is made up of
Stephen Olson (drums, drum program
i n g , singing, effects, sampling, syn
thesizers) and Craig Dempsey (synths,
Snitar, singing, sampling, effects).
They’ve been making music on and off
for a while, but started taking it more
seriously about three years ago.
Their music is very rock-oriented
^nth nice electronic overtones and lots
of melody.

They have a new album out called
“Enemy of Fun,” which is a departure
from th eir previous album, “Freedom
Rock.”
“‘Enemy Of F un’ is a lot heavier,
tons more gu itar and a lot more rock.
Lots of samples from prog and post
punk sources,” Olson said. “(There’s)
much less slow plodding IDM non
sense.”
“I’m expecting it to go the fuck off,”
Olson said about the show this
Saturday. “As the show in 2001 ruled,
it was one of the best shows of th a t
tour.”
Cex, also known as Rjyan Kidwell,
is a well-known IDM and hip-hop pro
ducer from Baltimore.
His latest album, “Tall, D ark and
Handcuffed,” showcases his interesting
and hilarious lyrical flow. The produc
tion is hip-hop oriented with an exper
im ental edge. His previous albums,
“Role Model” and “Oops, I did it
again!” showcase more of an IDM
sound.
Cex played with S tars of Eyes in
Missoula during the sum mer of 2001
in a memorable performance. During
his show, he pressed play on his lap
top computer, stripped down to his
underw ear and started rapping to the
audience.
Numbers is an electronic rock outfit
composed of Indra Dunis (drums,
vocals), Dave Broekema (guitar,
vocals) and Eric Landmark (moog syn
thesizer, buzzerk, vocals).
Their latest album, “Numbers Life,”
showcases their short sing-along
anthem s, which are accentuated by
sharp guitars, disco drum beats and
growling synthesizers. Their songs are
catchy and have a very robotic feel to
them.
Missoula’s very own D J Beyonda
will be opening up the show around 10
p.m.
Admission is $6 for 21+ and $8 for
under 21.

friends in th is action-oriented
shooter also based on the
B attletech universe.
F or th e Gam eCube:
“M etroid Prim e:” Oh
sweet S anta, th is game is
arguably th e best console
game on th e m arket, th e 3-D
evolution of th e best actionadventure game of all tim e —
“M etroid.” Nintendo and
Retro Studios w ent all out on
th is m asterpiece. It’s th e best
looking, best-sounding, best
playing game of th e season
and h as you morph-ball
rolling, beam blasting, missile
launching and causing explo
sive mayhem while adventur
ing as th e super sexy bounty
h u n ter Sam us A ran on Tallon
IV directly after th e events of
th e original “M etroid.”
“S u p er M ario S u n sh in e:”
The latest installm ent of the
Mario franchise tak es a
detour from th e Mushroom
Kingdom and lands Mario and
cast on th e vacation d estina

tion of Isle Delfino, w here
Mario is fram ed for spreading
inky paint-like graffiti around
th e island and is ordered to
clean up th e mess. The best
3-D platform er available from
th e franchise th a t created the
genre. Tried and tru e gameplay, w ith a refreshing story
line tw ist.
F or th e PS2:
“GTA3: V ice City:” DUH.
The game to get. U nless you
live in a cave you’ve experi
enced th e bru tal beauty of
R ockstar’s epic m odem gang
ster franchise.
“P ro R ace D river:” Not
yet released b u t should be out
in tim e for C hristm as. Not
much hype surrounding this
m ixture of racing and role
playing b u t the concept is
interesting and adds some
depth to the standard racing
game. You assum e th e role of
a rookie touring car driver
and direct his career through
th e ranks.

Lifesavas look to win Montana
over with ‘Trash Appeal’ music
them selves w hen trying to find
obscure sound sam ples to use in
th eir songs, Shines said.
The group cites hip-hop groups
like th e Freestyle Fellowship,
Hip-hop heads take note: the
G angstarr, Slum Village and count
Lifesavas w anna rock your ass with
less others as an influence to their
some suprem e hip-hop th is Friday
sound.
night.
Vursatyle said author C hester
Missoula’s Hungis Production
group, the crew th a t brought us
Himes has been a non-musical influ
Atmosphere, Old Dominion and
ence to th e group. Himes’ particular
countless other underground hip-hop w riting style and character depiction
groups, has snatched up the
isn’t necessarily reflected in the
Lifesavas for our listening pleasure.
group’s music, but is influential in
Hailing from Portland, Ore., the
some of his rhymes, Vursatyle said.
Lifesavas are composed of Vursatyle
Shines said hip-hop’s in a weird
(emcee), Jum bo (producer/emcee)
state. Some music deemed to be hipand D J Reverend Shines.
hop really isn’t hip-hop, he said, and
The Lifesavas started out about
there are certain artists who m ake
six years ago and are signed to the
tons of money because of th a t fact.
Q uannum Projects record label, wellHip-hop is taken more seriously
known to many hip-hop fans as the
as an a rt form these days, which he
label ru n by D J Shadow, Chief XL (of thinks is a good thing.
Blackalicious) and Lyrics Bom (of
“It’s th e good and the bad,” said
Latyrx).
Vursatyle on the state of hip-hop.
Chief XL was shopping for records “You’ve gotta rem ain original and
add on to the culture.”
in a local music store in Portland
when he heard th e Lifesavas playing
Vursatyle thinks hip-hop has
on the store’s stereo. Soon enough he always been progressive and innova
tracked down the group and offered
tive but th a t a large num ber of pro
them a record deal.
ducers are recycling th eir sounds
these days.
The group calls th e ir production
style “T rash A ppeal,” which Jum bo
“W hat’s hot isn’t always w hat’s
explains as a combined sound of
dope,” Vursatyle said.
obscure sam ples culled from a v a ri
He also thinks th a t underground
ety of records th ey find. He said
hip-hop “doesn’t need to sound like
shit.” '
th e records they use w hen produc
ing th e ir m usic range from jazz,
The Lifesavas try to break from
reggae and dub to funk and easy
the g n ttie r lo-fi sound used by some
listening.
underground hip-hop producers, he
said.
“Music is being challenged these
days as far as sampling goes, “We’re
“It’s gonna be a ride; we’ve w ant
challenging producers and taking
ed to come to M ontana,” Vursatyle
risks.” Jum bo said.
said. “Come to see us ’cause we came
Rev. Shines said the basis for
to see you.”
th eir production style depends on
The Lifesavas are playing Friday
th e particular record they sample.
a t Club Nocturnal in the UC.
The group looks for records on cer
Admission is $2 and the show is
tain record labels th a t have a partic scheduled to sta rt a t 8 p.m. Rumor
u lar sound to them . They don’t limit
has it th a t it may be closer to 9 p.m.
Ira Sather-Olson
Eye Spy Reporter
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Group hopes to turn concrete into fun
Ramey Corn

Badenock said.
The metal pieces posed the
most danger to boaters and
floaters, he said.
After removing the pieces,
they determ ined the weir was
no longer necessary to irri
gate th e land, he said.
However, it could not ju s t
be removed.
“You can’t ju s t take out
something w ithout putting
something back,” Badenock
said.
A play wave could work in
the spot, he said.
“A new recreation am enity
would offer som ething to
everyone,” Badenock said.
“Even those who don’t kayak
would probably enjoy some
p a rt of watching them do it.”
The project is p a rt of a
capstone course th a t all
forestry students m ust tackle
in th e ir final year. The goal of
projects like these is to give
students a chance to do work
outside of th e ir classes,
forestry professor Stephen
McCool said.
“These projects em ulate
th e kinds of issues th a t con
front planners in the real
world,” McCool said.
Robertson said the group
has draw n out the plans and
has been working in conjunc
tion with the Missoula
W hitewater Association and
Land and W ater Consulting.
“We have worked on proj
ects similar, not kayak spots,
but in other areas of hydrolo
gy where we’ve p u t in n atu ral
rock weirs for irrigation,”
said Tyler Etzel, an environ
m ental scientist who works a t

Montana Kaimin

If five U niversity of
M ontana students have th eir
way, next fall an old concrete
barrier sitting in the Clark
Fork River n ear downtown
Missoula will be turned into a
play wave for kayakers and
other boaters.
The group of recreation
managem ent students is p u r
suing the project as p art of a
class, but they also see it as a
way to bring something new
to Missoula’s boating commu
nity and to honor a kayaker
who was killed in a boating
accident.
“The group as a whole saw
many possibilities,” said
Shawn Robertson, a senior in
recreation management who is
working on the project. “This
one seemed like it would have
the biggest impact.”
The group hopes to pay
tribute to B rennan Guth, a
local world-class kayaker and
the creator of Tarkio
Kayaking Adventures. G uth
was 32 when he was killed in
March 2001 while boating in
South America, Robertson
said.
The weir, which is a slab of
concrete, was originally put
in the river in the early 1960s
to irrigate the homes on
Orchard S treet on the west
side of town, said Geoff
Badenock, the director of the
Missoula Re-development
Agency.
In 2001 the MRA hired a
welder to go underw ater and
remove the metal clutter,

Wildlife
Masquerade
Dance Party
with DJ Squirmi
from The Bodega^
by U of M s tu d e n ts r d
the IWFF purchase the Roxy

O rganized
help

W hen:

Colin Blakley/Montana Kaimin

Land and W ater Consulting.
Etzel said the estim ate for
th e project is around
$250,000. The group hopes it
can find a business or group
th a t will donate money or
equipm ent in order to reduce
th e cost, Robertson said.
“If we can get a company
to realize th a t they’d be doing
th e community a big service,
th a t would be great,”
Robertson said.
The group may get help
from th e MRA, which focuses
on three areas in Missoula
where renovations and
improvements can be made,
Badenock said.
Examples of th is could be

th e river trails and the
Missoula carousel, he said.
MRA has indicated they
are willing to make a g ran t to
m atch w hat th e student
group can raise, Badenock
said.
Eventually, th e group
hopes to see the spot serve
th e community as a place
people can come for outdoor '
recreation, Robertson said.
Missoula is very accepting
of recreation outlets, group
member Jason Shredder said.
Places like the Kim
Williams Trail and the
R attlesnake W ilderness Area
are perfect examples of this,
he said.

“Something like this will
go over really big in this
town,” he said.
The play wave could also
be a way to offer relief from
some of the popular kayaking
places in Missoula.
In the summer, places like
the Blackfoot River are
extremely crowded and this
spot could take the pressure
off the river, Shredder said.
In addition to the wave,
the group hopes to create a
few more access spots on the
river to increase the recre
ation opportunities.
“We can make the river
more appealing to people,”
Robertson said.
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This concrete barrier in the Clark Fork River, located just west of the Higgins Avenue Bridge, may be converted into a
wave for kayakers. A group of recreation management students is proposing the project for one of their senior projects.
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UM-McNeese gam e
pits title favorites
Bryan Haines
Kaimin Sports Editor

. Many I-AA football fans
expected to see Montana and
McNeese State meet this post
season.
Just not this soon.
Not long ago, Saturday’s
quarterfinal match-up in Lake
Charles, La., would have
seemed unlikely.
Three weeks ago, Montana
and McNeese State appeared
to be on a collision course for
the I-AA title game in
Chattanooga, Term. The
Grizzlies and the Cowboys
were ranked No. 1 and No. 2
in the national poll.
Instead, the Grizzlies will
face McNeese state a little bit
earlier.
UM lost on the road to
Eastern Washington, then
again at home the next week
end to Montana State, drop
ping the Grizzlies to No. 9 in
the poll. Down south, McNeese
State took advantage, moving
to the top spot in the nation.
Montana’s slip-up to end the
regular season put them on
the same side of the bracket as
McNeese, setting up
Saturday’s showdown.
“It is a surprise th a t it is
this early,” McNeese head
coach Tommy Tate said. “But
this is something th a t every
one has been looking forward
to.”
Indeed it is.
Saturday’s game pits two of
the top I-AA football programs
in the nation against each
other. It will be a pair th a t has
had a limited, but memorable,
history.
The first year th a t Montana
played McNeese State was
1990, during the Don Read
era. UM drilled the Cowboys
45-22 at home. McNeese
returned the favor the follow
ing year, thumping Montana
31-3 in Lake Charles.
Where the rivalry gets
intense is in the playoffs.
The Griz beat McNeese
State on the way to their first
national championship. The
Grizzlies ended up beating the
Cowboys 30-28 a t home in the
quarterfinals. Three years
later it was McNeese State’s
turn to end Montana’s season,
upending UM 19-14 in the first
round of the I-AA playoffs in
1997.
“There haven’t been a lot of
games, but every one has sure
been exciting,” Tate said. “I
remember every one.”
Both head coaches,
Montana’s Joe Glenn and Tate,
believe that whoever is able to
run the football Saturday
night will advance to the next
round.

“Last week against
Northwestern State,
J.R.(Waller) and David (Gober)
were able to run the football,
something we hadn’t been able
to do much lately,” Glenn said.
"We will need them to take
pressure off the passing game.”
In the. G rizzlies’ opening
round game against the

Demons, running backs Waller
and Gober combined to rush
for 133 yards, including a 26yard touchdown run by Gober.
T hat rushing touchdown was
the first in four games for the
Grizzlies.
“It was like night and day,”
center G arth Enger said about
Montana’s running attack last
Saturday. “Finally being able
to run the ball after struggling
a little bit brought everyone’s
spirits up.”
If the Grizzlies are able to
run the ball, it may take some
pressure off starting quarter
back John Edwards, and back
up Brandon Neill. Glenn said
Neill may see playing time,
especially after his strong per
formance in the first half
against Northwestern.
Whoever is in a t quarter
back for the Grizzlies, the
Cowboys will try to make life
as miserable as possible for
UM’s signal callers.
McNeese State sacked
Montana State quarterback
Travis Lulay seven times and
forced him to throw an inter
ception in McNeese’s 21-14 win
in the opening round of the
playoffs last week.
“Our defense is going to
have people flying around, try
ing to make big hits,” Tate
said. “We need to create plays
and turnovers.”
Similar to the Grizzlies’
offensive game plan heading
into Saturday night’s show
down, the Cowboys hope to
establish a rushing attack of
their own — something they
did not do against Montana
State.
McNeese only mustered 110
yards on the ground, nearly
half of the 225 yards per game
they were averaging heading
into their playoff game with
the ’Cats.
Helping the Grizzlies will be
the fact th a t McNeese runs an
offense very similar to
Northwestern State’s.
“We really have a two-week
jum p on preparing for them,
since we played Northwestern
State the week before,” said
defensive tackle John Cahill.
“A lot of the schemes
McNeese runs, so does
Northwestern. That will help
us.”
Although it is sooner than
everyone expected, the
Grizzlies are looking forward
to the challenge of traveling to
Lake Charles, a city th at
Montana has never won in.
“You have to play everyone
a t some time,” said defensive
end Tim Bush, who will play
this weekend after missing last
week’s game with a concus
sion. “It doesn’t m atter when
the game is, everyone has to be
beaten.”
Down in Lakes Charles, the
Cowboys’ head coach feels the
same way.
“No one is going to win a
national championship
Saturday,” Tate said. “It’s two
great team s trying to advance
to the next round. It should be
special.”

’Zags barely nip Griz in close bout
ed Criswell’s first half with 13 of his own, raved
about the play of Criswell.
Kaimin Sports Editor
“He’s very tough,” Home said. “He’s a great
shooter and he plays his heart out.”
The duo continued their hot first half to start
Amidst a career shooting performance by
the second, as the Grizzly lead grew to 11 off a
Montana Grizzly guard Kevin Criswell, a raucous
thunderous breakaway dunk from Home followed
5,254 fans at Dahlberg Arena and the Grizzlies
75-67 loss to Gonzaga on Thursday night, a young by a steal and a lay-in by Criswell. At that point
in the game, Criswell had 29 points and Home
team and a new head coach grew closer together.
had 18.
For 35 minutes Thursday night, UM out-hus
Those two were held pointless the rest of the
tled, shot and scraped its way to a 64-59 lead and
way though, as the inexperienced Grizzlies fal
had perennial top-25 Gonzaga on the ropes. Ryan
tered down the stretch.
Pederson’s three-pointer from the baseline,
“Turnovers killed us,”
Montana’s 12th of the game,
Kennedy said. “We didn’t get
had just given the Grizzlies a
good shots and their big bod
five points lead, bringing the
ies started taking a toll on us.”
crowd to its feet.
As it got close down the
That three-point bucket
stretch, Gonzaga pounded the
would be the last points
ball down low to center Cory
Montana would get over the
Violette and power forward
next five minutes, as the
Ronny Turiaf.
Bulldogs made play after play
Violette and Turiaf convert
down the stretch, avoiding the
ed back-to-back lay-ins to cut
upset. Montana fell to 1-5 on
the Grizzly lead to one at 64the season while Gonzaga
63. The next time down the
improved to 4-2.
floor, Bankhead hit a wideDespite the loss, head coach
open three after Criswell went
Pat Kennedy beamed about
down to double team in the
his team’s effort afterward,
post. The shot gave the
especially after the Grizzlies
Bulldogs a 66-64 lead, their
poor 0-3 showing a t the Great
first since 3:45 left in the first
Alaska Shoot-out.
half, and one that Gonzaga
“I told our kids that this
wouldn’t relinquish.
was a team that we could beat,
With the shot clock wind
they took it to heart and it was
ing down, Stepp came off a
almost picture perfect,”
pick at the top of three point
Kennedy said. “I couldn’t be
arc and drilled a three-pointer,
more proud of a team in the
N ic k W o l c o t t / M o n t a n a K a i m i n
UM's Kevin Criswell drives to the basket during
giving Gonzaga a 71-64 lead
first 34 minutes, and the play of Thursday
night's game against Gonzaga. Criswell led
with 57 seconds left and send
Criswell was phenomenal.”
all scorers with a career-high 29 points.
ing Grizzly fans to the exits
In the first half Criswell, the
early.
former walk-on whose scrappy play has won over
Stepp finished with a team high 22 points, one
the affection of the Griz coaches, shot his way into
of three Gonzaga players in double figures. He
the hearts of Grizzly fans.
With the Grizzlies trailing 21-11 with 12:31 left also handed out nine assists.
“When we were down by 11,1 told out kids to
in the first half, Criswell drilled his second three
stop panicking and start playing Gonzaga basket
of the half, cutting the lead to seven. But the
ball,” said Gonzaga head coach Mark Few.
Colstrip native was just warming up.
Although Criswell came away with a careerIn that final eight minutes of the first half,
high 29 points, he was not taking any moral victo
Criswell torched the nets for 18 of his final 29
points. During his torrid run, it seemed as if there ries from Thursday’s loss.
“It’s still a loss,” Criswell said. “But from
were two Criswell’s on the court.
Alaska, this is a complete 180 degree turn, and we
“I came out firing and shots were falling,”
have to take th at into Sunday.”
Criswell said. “All I am trying to do is make the
Sunday Montana hosts Montana Tech at 2:05
team better.”
Grizzly forward Steve Home, who compliment p.m., in Dahlberg Arena.
Bryan Haines

Lady Griz set to play two new teams
Chelsi Moy
Montana Kaimin

The Lady Griz are entering
unknown territory as they travel
to California this weekend to
take on St. Mary’s College and
University of San Francisco.
“We haven’t played either
team for a while,” said Lady Griz
coach Robin Selvig. “ I don’t real
ly know what to expect.”
With four of St. Mary’s
starters taller than 6 feet, their
strong inside game is no sur
prise. What most people don’t
expect is a quick transitional
offense. The Gaels possess
strong athletic ability allowing
them to push the ball up the
court.
“That will pose a real problem
for our defense,” said Selvig, who
hopes to slow down the Gaels’
momentum. Yet, it is the Lady
Griz defense that has carried
them to their 4-0 record.
“We have been pretty success
ful in a zone,” said Selvig, who
hopes that same success contin
ues into the weekend.
Two years ago the Gaels
advanced to the NCAA tourna
ment’s Sweet 16. This season '

they have a 2-3 record.
They fell to the UCLA Bruins
last weekend in a game where
the Gaels led by nine halftime.
The Bruins tied the game with
7:10 left, and continued outshooting the Gaels to capture the
win.
St. Mary’s is having to get by
without twins, Jermisha and
Jerkisha Dosty, who led the
team in scoring last season. But
even without the Dosty duo, new
blood is stepping up for the
Gaels. At the forward position, 6foot-2 Triola Jackson scored her
fourth double-double of the sea
son against UCLA with a teamhigh 18 points.
If the Lady Griz decide to
switch to a man-to-man defense,
Lady Griz centers Hollie Tyler or
Crystal Baird will match up with
Jackson.
“Our defense is better than
our offense so far, which is sur
prising,” Selvig said.
“Communicating is important
especially when playing defense,
and you don’t usually see that
with a young team so early in
the season.”
The Griz will face St. Mary
Saturday, Dec.7 a t 5 p.m. Then
on Monday, the Griz will take on

San Francisco. USF’s record is 23, but the Lady Dons have
already played two teams
ranked in the Tap 25.
USF fell short to No. 6
Stanford in the last couple sec
onds of the game, but did not
pose the same threat to Syracuse
last Sunday when they shot 8 for
34 in the first half.
“When you face schools like
Syracuse, it’s impressive even if
you lose,” Selvig said.
The Lady Dons’ 10-5 record
last season was the Best theyVe
had since 1996-97.
Their talent remains in the
paint with returning starter
Carey Sauer. She was a 2002
All-West Coast Conference First
Tfeam selection and was the
team’s leading scorer, averaging
11 points per game. She ranks
third in the nation for free-throw
percentages.
By playing non-conference
games against good teams,
Selvig said, win or lose, the Lady
Griz will benefit from the tough
competition.
“We need experience, that is
most important,” he said.
“Hopefully we can win, but if
anything it is to learn some
things.”
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UM Athletics seeks funds for stadium expansion
Season tickets prices for the new
sections are $148, and people can
secure a seat by sending $75 to UM
by Dec. 20. There is no limit on the
number of seats someone can pur
chase, but because Hogan is going to
the Board of Regents in January,
fans must secure a seat by the Dec.
20 deadline.
“In order for this project to get off
the ground, we need approval of the
Board of Regents in January,” Hogan
said. “For approval, we have to show
an iron-clad, locked-in business plan
that shows we are going to have rev
enue to pay back the loan.”
If there is not an overwhelming
response in favor of the addition
idea, the plan will be put on hold
Hogan said, and those who secured
seats will have their $75 refunded.
Hogan would like to about 3,500
tickets sold.
“There is no magic number,”
Hogan said. “Obviously the more you
get, the shorter period of time you
can pay off the debt.”
If the proposed addition is

Bryan Haines
Kaimin Sports Editor

When the Montana Grizzlies play
their home opener next season
against North Dakota State on Sept.
6, there may be an additional 4,000
fans in the north end zone of
Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
But only if those fans pay for
their tickets before they actually
have seats to sit in.
Next weekend the UM athletic
department will begin a campaign to
raise money for additional seating in
the corners of the north end zone,
making the stadium a complete
horseshoe and adding 4,105 seats.
The project will cost roughly $2.5
million. In January, UM Athletic
Director Wayne Hogan will approach
the Board of Regents about taking
out a loan to build the project, pro
vided he can show the board that
there is ample revenue being raised
to repay the loan.
Which is where the fans come in.

approved, the new seating would be
built over the summer and be com
pleted in time for the home opener
next season.
The additional seating could also
give an additional 500 seats to UM
students.
“I would like to see the students
get a piece of this pie,” Hogan said.
“However, there is a price to that.”
The price that Hogan is talking
about would come in the form of a
fee increase in the athletic fee that
is charged to students as part of
their tuition each semester. The fee
increase is necessary to off-set the
revenue that would be lost if the
seats were available to the general
public, Hogan said.
Christy Schilke, ASUM vice presi
dent, along with President Jon
Swan, has been trying to negotiate
with Hogan an increase in case the
addition is approved.
“It is something we are interested
in,” Schilke said. “As long as it is a
fair number, than we will bring it to
the senate to endorse.”

The athletic fee charged to stu
dents is $60, an amount that has not
been raised since it was set in 1993.
UM>8 athletic fee is one of the lowest
in the Big Sky Conference. Montana
State’s is currently $41.75 per
semester.
As UM has raised the price of sea
son tickets over the years, Schilke
said that UM students have been
fortunate to not have been included
in that increase as well.
“We (students) are season ticket
holders too,” Schilke said. “Raising
prices is inevitable, but as long as
we get more seats, it is easier to
accept.”
The two sides will meet again in
January to negotiate the fee
increase if construction of the new
seats is approved, Schilke said.
Until then, Hogan can only wait
and see.
“I feel optimistic, but I have been
surprised before,” Hogan said. “The
talk that I have heard is that people
are complaining about not being able
to get tickets.”
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things he’s discovered aren’t likely to become extinct anytime soon. Sad to say,

PLAY FUR A CHANCE TO
COMPETE AT REGIUNALS IN
SEATTLE, W ASHINGTON!!!

*

mutual fund management fees will probably outlast us all. That's why Dr. Sereno

was afraid of getting eaten alive. So he turned
to a company famous for keeping the costs down. That meant more money f° y jik
him and less for the monsters.

The University Center Game Room will fund the
trip to Seattle on February 2 1 s t and 22nd for the
top two men and women from each event. There
is a $ 1 0 entry fee, which will go toward the cost
of the regional tournament.

Bel

-.1 1

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2

BILLIARDS
Sign up at 8 a.m. Play begins at 9 a.m

M a n a g in g m o n e y f o r people :

with othtr thirig&tci think about."

TABLE TENNIS
iign up at 11 a.m. Play begins gj

W RETIREMENT
i I INSURANCE
V I MUTUAL-FUNOS I COLLEGE
&S1'
ilH V M ilW
SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
• ■—
.. .
...... —■ --------- — r- ■■tf ■—
1—
^
Paul Sereno became a participant in 1987. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Se rvic e s' Inc .and Teachers Persodj}.

UC Game Room
2nd Floor of the University Center
Contact Steve Langley or Shirstie
Schmidgall at 243.2733 for details.

• Investors Services, Inc., distribute securities products. © 2002 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College
,ji. Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), New York, NY. For more complete information on TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds, please

f

call (800) 223-1200 lor a prospectus. Read it carefully before you invest A charitable donation was made to Project
Exploration (www.projectexploration.org) on behalf of Paul Sereno.

/ ■
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Wintersession 2003

The University of

M o n ta n a

C O N T IN U IN G
EDUCATIO N

January 6-24

C o n t in u in g E d u c a t io n M is s io n . ..
Continuing Education reflects The University of Montana's commitment to educational
leadership through quality, innovative outreach programs that serve the lifelong learning
needs.of the citizens of Montana and beyond. This leadership is accomplished through
partnerships with on- and off-campus entitles to provide educational access to any one,
any time, and any where. In addition, C E ’s state-of-the-art facility is designed to
•
accommodate events irv a professional, customer friendly atmosphere.

Register b y Decem ber 13,200 3 to
quality to w in FREE Griz Basketball tickets.
Early registration is advised; enrollm ent is
limited. For registration form s, course
inform ation an d descriptions, ple ase visit
w w w .um t.edu/w intersession
Q uestions? C all (406) 2 4 3 -6 0 1 4

This page brought to you by UM C ontinuing Education's Departm ent o f Education
Outreach. Please vis it bur website fo r m ore inform ation: m ohtana-education.com

• All participants p a y the sa m e low fees;
NO o u t-o f-state tuition charges; NO School of
B u sin ess su p er tuition. Register tod ay an d sav e
$$$. Except for specialized or travel courses,
fees are $ 185 for 1-credit courses; $300 for
2-credit courses; and $450 for 3-credit courses.
Visit w w w .um t.edu/w intersession
for m ore information.

rUMOnline - Spring 2003^
• Financial Aid m ay be
available
• N o fee w aivers are granted.
• Credits do no apply toward
tuition flat spots.
• Online students must
provide up-to-date e-mail
• All participants p a y the s a m e lo w fees; a d d re sse s to participate.
no o ut-of-state tuition charges.
Students m ay update their
• Students register or add S p rin g S e m e ste r
e-mail a d d re sse s through
Cyberbear. Login, click on
online c la ss e s via Cyberbear; fees a p p e a r on
“Personal Information,” then
schedule/bills.
“Update e-mail address(es)."

Add scheduling flexibility to yo u r
academ ic life. Take a d v a n ta ge of
anytime, an yw he re education through
The University o f M on tan a. Q uestions?
Call (406) 2 4 3 -4 6 2 6

CRN
33062

Subj
CH EM

33659
33938

COM
09 0 T
C O M M 11 O S

33939

Crs
151N

C O M M 111A

Sec
50

Cr
3

50
50

3
3

50

3

C o u rse Title
General and Inorganic
Chem istry
Critical Writing Tools
Intro to Interpersonal
Com m unication
Intro to Public Sp e akin g

Instructor
Sm ith

Fee
$49 5

C orr
B e n s o n -R o s

$495

C O M M 3 95

50

3

33934
33063
33064

COMM
CS
CS

412
111
171

50
50
50

3
3
3

33249

CS

172

50

3

32335

CS

— -

COUN

5 65

50

3

31556

C&l

410

50

3

33005

C&l

48 3

50

3

33004

C&l

48 4

50

3

—
•—
—
—

C&l
C&l
C&l
ED L D

495
4 95
4 95
519

51
50
52
50

3
3
3
3

—

ED L D

550

50

3

—

EDLD

552

50

3

EVST
FIN

101N
522

50
50

3
3

IS
PHAR
PHAR
PHAR
PHIL
PSC
SU R
SU R

541
452
472
513
595
525
101T
154T

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3

33662
32980

Summer Semester 2003

32981
33328
33329
33330
34144
33658
33660
l 33661

181

50

3

Com m unication in the
W orkplace
interpersonal Conflict
C om puter Literacy
Com m unicating V ia
Com puters
Introduction to C om puter
Modeling
Electronic Publishing on
the W W W
School, C o u n s, Prog Devel
6 Sup rvis
ExceptionSlity & C la ssrm
M anagem ent
Library M edia Technical
P ro c e sse s
Adm in & Assess/Library
M edia Prog
Intermediate ArcView 3.x
Intro to E S R I s ArcView 3.x
Advanced A rcView G IS 3.x
Measurement & Analysis of
Educ Data
Foundations of Educ
Leadership
Superv & Eval of Public Schl
Educators
Environmental Science
Principles of Financial
Analysts
System s and Operations
Therapeutics II
C a se Studies I
Pharmacoeconomics
Research Ethics
Strategic Planning
Intro to Safe Patient Care
Surgical Pharmacology

C rse
295

Se c
90

Cr
3

AN T H

101H

90

3

ANTH
AN T H

3 87
4 95

90
90

3
1-3

BADM

270

90

3

BADM

340S

90

3

BAD M
C&l

341
2 00

90
90

3
1

C&l

200

91

1

$49 5

C&l
C&l
C& l

301
302
306

90
90
90

1
1
3

B e n s o n -R o s

$49 5

COMM

111A

90

3

Yoshim ura
C a sse n s
M cW illiam s

$ 49 5
$ 49 5
$49 5

COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM

220
90
330W 90
3 95
90
41 O S
90

3
3
3
3

Duce

$49 5

ECON
ENCR

111S
210 A

90
90

3
3

90

B e n s o n -R o s

$49 5

5 face-to-face meetings throughout sem.
1/28/03, 2/11/03,3/11/03, 4/15/03. 5/6/03

33940

Su b ]
AASC

Armetta

$49 5

ENCR

211A

E N LT

120L

90

3

3

E N LT
E N LT
EVST

121L
32 5 W
495

90
95
90

3
3
3

FLLG

231H

90

3

Stolle

$1299

Kelly

TBD

Brewer

$49 5

Lott

$49 5

Lauerm an
Lauerm an
Lauerm an
Farrier

$35 0
$35 0
$35 0
$1299

F L LG
FLLG

Staff

$1299

FO R

4 95

90

3

M cC a w

$1299

GERM

362H

90

3

Watson
Seninger &
Crawford
Cleveland
Allington
Allington
Stratton
Elliott
Tompkins
Fillmore
Brownlee

$495
$825

F L LG

$825
$495
$165
$555
$200
$660
TBD
TBD

M

The University of

Montana

The University of Montana invites you t<
experience the diversity of UM's
dynamic Summer Semester 2003. Visit
montanasummer. conto access the
Summer Semester 2003 Schedule.

295

90

3

3 19

95

1

3 95

95

1

HFD
HFD
HHP
HHP
HHP

4 90
4 90
110
175
175

91
90
90
90
93

1-6
1-6
1
1
1

HHP
HHP
HHP
HHP
HHP
HHP
HHP

175
175
176
176
176
498
598

92
91
92
91
90
90
90

1
1
1
1
1
1-4
1-4

C o u r se Title
Days
Tim es
The Outback to the
MTW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Operahouse:
A n Antipodean Journey
Introduction to
M TW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Anthropology
Food and Culture
MTW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Oral Hist & Feminist
MTW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Resrch Meth
Quantitative Bu sin e ss
MTW RF
1:00p 4:00p
Applications
Management & Organize
MTW RF
1:10p4:00p
Behavior
Syste m s & Operations
M TW RF
9 rl0 a 12:00p
Exploring Teaching/
MTW RF
8 3 0 a 3:30p
Field Expert
Exploring Teaching/
M TW RF
7:45a 4:00p
Field Expert.
Field Expert. Mid-Level
Arrange
Field Expert Secondary
Arrange
Instruc. Media &
M TW RF
9:00a 12.30p
Computer Apps.
Introduction to Public
MTW RF
9 3 0 a 12.30p
Speaking
Professional Comm.
MTW RF
1:00p 4:00p
M e ssa ge Composition
MTW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Comm, in Public Relations M T W R F
9:00a 12:00p
Comm, in Personal
MTW RF
1:00p4:00p
Relationships
Intro to Microeconomics
M TW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Intro to Creative Writing
M TW RF
1 :0 0 p 4 3 0 p
Fiction
Intro to Creative Writing
M TW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Poetry
Intro to Critical
M TW RF
9:00a 1:00p
Interpretation
Intro to Poetry
M TW RF
1:00 4:00p
London: City a s Textll/Honors
Arrange
M anaging the Natural
M TW RF
6:00p9:00p
Forest
Germanic Mythology
MTW RF
6:00p 9:00p
& Culture
Jp ns Pop. Culture thru
M TW RF
9:00a 12:00p
Animation
No Japanese language is required in this course.
U M Students in Rome: Honors
Arrange
Prereq. Acceptance into Italy Study program for Jan. 2003
Talking About Rome: Honors
Arrange
Prereq. Acceptance into Italy Study program tor Jan. 2003
Managing the Natural
MTW RF
6:00p 9:00p
Forest
.
Germanic M ythology &
M TW RF
6:00p 9:00p
Culture
Practicum in Human Development
Arrange
Practicum Early Intervention
Arrange
Billiards
MTW RF
1 2 :1 0 p 2 $ 0 p
Alpine Skiing I, II, III
RF
12:10p4:00p
Sid and Snowboarding
R
2:10p 6:00p
Instructing
Telemarking
RF
1 2 :1 0 p 4 $ 0 p
Snowboarding
RF
12:10p4:00p
Telemarking
MWF
12:40p4:30p
Snowboarding
MWF
1 2 :4 0 p 4 3 0 p
Alpine Skiing I. II, III
MWF
1 2 :4 0 p 4 3 0 p
Cooperative Education Experience
Arrange
Cooperative Education Experience
Arrange

%

• Register and pay fees at UM Continuing
Education, James E. Todd Bldg. (East of UC)
‘ • Credits do not apply toward tuition flat spots
. • Courses require minimum enrollments by
registration deadlines and may be subject to
cancellation.
• Earn credits toward graduation.
• Complete general education or core
requirements.
• Gain or update skills.
• Enjoy winter recreation and earn credit!

Su b j
JPNS

C rse
295

Sec C r
90
3

LS
LS

221H
295

90
90

3
3

LS
LS

356W
381

95
95

3
3

LS

395

91

2

LS

395

95

1

MKTG
M PR

369
114T

90
90

3
3

NAS

100H

90

3

P SC
P SC
P SC
P SY C
P SY C
R EC M

300W
395
400
270N
330S
420

90
90
90
90
90
90

1
3
1
3
3
3

R EC M

495

90

3

R-TV

395

90

3

SO C
SO C

300
465

90
90

3
3

SPAN
WEL

395
182T

90
90

3
3

W EL

395

90

3

W EL
WS

395
495

91
90

3
1-3

WS

495

95

3

C o u r se Title
Days
Tim es
Jpns. Pop. Culture thru
MTWRF
9 3 0 a1 2 3 0 p
Animation
No Japanese language a required In this course.
Germanic Mythology &Cutture MTWRF
6fl0p 9:00p
Outback to Opera House: An MTWRF
93 0 a1 2 3 0 p
Antipodean Journey
London: City as Text/ll Honors
Arrange
Good, the Bad & Indifferent
MTW RFSU
9.00a 4O0p
F8m Guilt Conscience
Come meets Jon. 6*12
Australian Tour
Arrange
Al participants must enrol in LS 365, Sec 80, Fal Semester, 2002
Talking About Rome: Honors
Arrange
Prereq Acceptance into Italy Study program tan Jan. 2003'
Advertising Competition
MTWRF
1:10p4O0p
Rel Metals Proc/Machine
MTWRF
1O0p4O0p
Tools
Intro to Native American
MTWRF
900 a 12O0p
Studies
Writing in Political Science
Arrange
The Public Poicy Cycle
MTWRF
900a 12O0p
Adv. Writing in Pofitical Science
Arrange
Fundamentals of Biology Psyc MTWRF
900 a 12O0p
Abnormal Psychology
MTWRF
10Op 4 :00p
Principles & Techniques of
MTWRF
9:10a 12O0p
interpretation in Recreation Area
Winter Wilderness Field Studies
Arrange
Course meets in the Swan Vtfey in Montana. Addttonal costs include
homing, food & transportation to the Swan. Contact WUsmass Institute
at 406-243-5361 or wwwtorestryumteduAri for more Information.
TV Sports Production &
MTWRF
1:10p4O0p
Reporting
Sociology of the Family
MTWRF
9.00a 12O0p
Technology and Social
MTWRF
900a 12O0p
Change
Intermediate Oral Practice
MTWRF
900a 12O0p
Blueprint Reading &
MTWRF
900a 12O0p
Development
Project Estimating &
MTWRF
1O0p4O0p
Managing
Metallurgy for Artists
MTWRF
90 0 a1 2 0 0 p
Oral Hist & Feminist Resrch MTWRF
9 0 0 a1 2 0 0 p
Meth
Women, Children & War:
MTWRF
1O0p4.O0p M
Honors •

The University of

Montana

P E A S - S P R IN G 2 0 0 3
YOU CAN GROW ORGANIC
FOR CREDIT!

Plan your sum m er educational adventure today!
With two five-week se ssio n s and a variety of
short courses offered from M a y 28-August 23,
you have added flexibility to plan a varied and
multidisciplinary schedule. Select your courses
and register today through Cyberbear
(www.umt.edu/cyberbear)
Request your F R E E Sum m er Sem ester 2003
catalog by completing the e-request format
m ontanasum m er.com or call 406-243-6014.

Attend Summer Semester at
The University of Montana
for an exciting, challenging and
enjoyable academic experience.
First 5-week Session: May 27-June 27
Second 5-week Session:June 30-August 1
Full 10-week Session: May 27 -A u gu st 1
Special S e ssio n s: May 2 7 -A u g u s t 22

S O C 375 A g r ic u lt u r e , S o c ie t y a n d E c o lo g y
C R N 33201, 1 cr., January 29-May 14,
Wednesdays, 4:10-5:30 pm, Liberal Arts Bldg., Room 202. Fee: $215
E V S T / S O C 398, S p r i n g P E A S In te r n s h ip
E V S T 398 - C R N 33200 or S O C 398 - C R N 33241 2 cr.,
Work at the Garden City/PEAS Farm located in the Rattlesnake Valley,
6 hours per week (between 9 am-5 pm, M-F, according to your schedule)
Fee: $430 for Internship and $215 for corerequisite S O C 375

Freshman and Sophomore students welcome!
T h e Program in Ecological Agriculture, P.E.A.S., com bin e s
traditional a ca d e m ics with h a nds-on work at the Rattle
sn a k e P E A S farm. T he 2-credit internship co v e rs late

sum m e r harvesting, cover cropping, and distribution
m ethods for com munity-supported agriculture. Students
grow food to support the M isso u la community.

Attend classes beginning January 29; UM Students Register via Cyberbear
For more information, contact Clare Kelly, CE Registrar, Telephone: (406) 243-4626
Pay by check, VISA, MasterCard or DISCOVER.
Continuing Education is located East of the University Center In the Jam es Todd Bldg.
Student Tuition pays for course costs, and courses are contingent upon minimum enrollments.
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Dental
C o n t in u e d fro m P a g e 1

the programs slated for elimina
tion in Gov. Judy Martz’s proposed
budget.
“Without the money from the
state, it will die,” said Fred Leviton,
vice president of the National
Federation of Dentistry for the
Handicapped, a national organiza
tion that oversees DDS programs
across the country. The state’s
money pays for the program coordi
nator, office expenses and some lab
fees. The coordinator determines
eligibility of applicants, matches
patients with dentists, monitors
each person’s progress and coordi
nates laboratory services.
Medicare does not provide

Fees
C o n t in u e d fro m P a g e 1

student union fee was raised in
1993 from $39 to $60.
“My goal is that we do every
thing and anything we can to min
imize fee increases,” Zarr said.
“But we have a role and a respon
sibility to look at things realistical
ly. Our decisions now are going to
affect people down the road.”
Zarr said that fulfilling that
role will require the UC board to
consider raising the fees each
year. He said because of rising
costs the student union fee must
increase for the UC to continue
operating as is does now. These
costs include employee salaries
and benefits, as well as general
operating costs such as heat and
electricity in the building.
Zarr said if the renovation fee
is increased it will allow adminis
trators to spend more money

e w s

dental care. Montana’s Medicaid
program offers limited coverage
for adults. For many people, DDS
is the only option.
“This program is a resource of
last resort,” Leviton said. “These
people have nowhere else to go.”
Massick is one of those who had
nowhere to go. She said she just
learned to deal with daily pain.
“My teeth have been bad all my
life,” she said. For years, her teeth
would get abscesses, become infect/
ed and break off. There wasn’t
much she could eat without pain.
“You don’t sit down and eat a
T-bone steak,” Massick said.
“Can't afford it anyway, but you
can’t eat it.”
When Massick was 8 or 9
years old, her front teeth were
knocked out. She didn’t get

replacements until she was 40.
Her new front teeth were sup
posed to last a few years — that
was 25 years ago.
Massick heard about the pro
gram from a friend, but her deci
sion to apply for it wasn’t easy.
“I come from an era where
charity wasn’t accepted,” she said.
“I didn’t want them to look down
their nose at me and make me feel
ashamed for being there, but they
didn’t. They treated me like I was
their highest-paying customer.”
She had seven teeth pulled,
four filled and partials put in on
the top and bottom jaw. “I just
feel great,” Massick said. She
now lives without pain and does
not feel ashamed of her mouth.
DDS was started in July 1997.
Since then, 118 dentists and 55

laboratories statewide have
donated $481,683 worth of treat
ment for 304 people. Currently,
about 55 are receiving help, and
100 people are on the waiting list.
If the program is cut, people in
Massick’s economic situation will
be forced to live with their prob
lems without hope of help.
“There has to be an alterna
tive plan,” she said. “We shouldn’t
be cutting from the needy. If we
cut programs that protect health,
we will spend more money in the
future.”
The program’s fate lies in the
hands of the State Legislature, but
lawmakers preparing for the 2003
session aren’t offering much hope.
Sen. John Cobb, an Augusta
Republican who serves on the com
mittee that will oversee the state’s

health and human services spend
ing, says it’s too early to guess
whether the program will be saved.
Because the budget cut is so
large, Cobb said there will have to
be a tax increase, and that means
every program losing money will
have its lobbyists in Helena.
“It will be a down-and-dirty
fight,” he predicted.
But Cobb did say it’s easy to cut
small programs like DDS unless
they have very big defenders. He
also said that even if a program
makes it through most of the leg
islative session, it could be wiped
out in committee on the last day.
“Nobody is going to put their
foot down and continue the ses
sion over such a small program,”
he said. “We just have to wait
and see.”

replacing and repairing parts of
the facility. Zarr and Naasz said
some parts of the UC are desper
ately in need of maintenance.
“There are just a lot of run
down things in this building,”
Zarr said. “It’s OK — we’re not
going to have to run out of this
building. But in the long run, if
we don’t take care of these things
then they are going to cost us
even more in the future.”
Zarr said there are numerous
doors, lights and ceilings that
need to be replaced in the UC as
well as walls that need painting
and recarpeting that needs to be
done. He also said some equip
ment in the game room, such as
pool tables, needs to be replaced.
“There are certain maintenance
things that we just need to do to
keep the building from crumbling
under our feet,” Naasz said.
Naasz is also an ASUM sena
tor.
There is approximately $475,000

in maintenance that needs to be
done in the UC, Zarr said.
The revenue generated from
the current renovation fee isn’t
enough to cover the UC’s bond
payments. Zarr said this is affect
ing the level of upkeep in the UC.
Because of this, Zarr is forced to
dip into the UC’s operating budg
et to cover the cost of the bond
payments. This money would oth
erwise be spent on maintenance
in the UC, he said. If the fee is
increased by $8 it will generate
enough revenue to cover the
entire cost of bond payments.
Bonds were sold to private hold
ers in order to pay for the original
construction of the UC in 1968 and
all the major renovations of the
facility. Mqjor renovations occurred
in 1987 when the bowling alley
was removed and the UC atrium
was created, in 1993 when the sec
ond floor of the UC was renovated
and in 1998 when the third floor of
the UC was renovated, Zarr said.

The most expensive renovations in
1993 and 1998 cost a total of about
$13 million.
All-in-all, the UC still owes
about $15.6 million in bond pay
ments, Zarr said. The UC’s bond
payments come to about $740,000
a year, and Zarr estimates
administrators will be paying off
these bonds until 2021.
Approximately $240,000 a year
must be taken out of the UC’s
operating budget to cover the cost
of bond payments.

Naasz said the decision to
request fee increases is a difficult
one.
“Ib tell the truth, I think this
is the hardest thing I have ever
had to decide,” he said. “I see the
students and I know they don’t
want to pay more money, but I
see the building too, and I don’t
want to see services cut.
“We have one of the top UCs
in the nation, which is pretty cool
in my opinion. We need to keep it
that way,” Naasz said.
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KAIMIN

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LO ST ft FOUND
LOST. Eagle Creek Velcro wallet, 11/27, between 4th
& Higgins and downtown & Main. If found, please call
721-1783.
LOST. White sapphire tennis bracelet, Saturday 11/30
between football stadium & parking garage. Reward!
251-7246

k

i

o
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BE A BARTENDER Must be 18yrs+ Earn $15-30/hr. 1-2

Call TODAY to learn how you can balance and support
your immune system, promote joint mobility and

certified. 406-728-TIPS (8477)

maintain a healthy weight and make money while

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR MONEY!! Call Sherri 9am-

doing it. CALL 777-7175 or go to http://www.mylega-

332

position of certified, secondary teacher, any subject
area. Monday through Wednesday and Thursday
through Saturday shifts available. Contact Larry Ward
at (406) 827-4344, ext 272 or at larry@blueslide.com
for an application and more information.
FOSTER CARE

PROVIDER NEEDED

detalls/signup see www.lcollegedirect.net today!

Loved our basement encounter the other night. You

5ERVICES
PROFESSIONAL RECORDING FACILITY AU music wel-

Give the gift of massage! 20% off any two massage gift

come. Discounted UM rates. 370-493

certificates at

CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call

u p ." -B.N.

Shear Perfection Salon; 721.1166.

Little Buster: The eaglet w ishes you a merry

Let’s start together. -Your CIA agent

Christmas and will miss your guts.

T B 2 "-Monday December 9th, 7pm @ UC Theater,

The Rod: There are 16 reasons why you’re our

See ya at the Lifesavas show, it'll be off the hook, yo

$6.00

favorite back-up reporter.

Erika, Have fun Down Under. Drink like a lizard.

Parker: You think I’m crabby now, think how mean I’ll

L to the IDO. We will miss you when you go.

SNOWBOARDING FILMS-"Notice to Appear," "T B 5 ,"

FOR SALE
SHOP THE WORLD!

Pottery from Nicaragua, tapes

be when you’re gone.

Remember us always.

PQ;

Whitney: Here’s to erasing the 1,274 reasons I can’t

Try to take it easy now that you’ll have some

tries from India, sweaters from Nepal, jewelry from

days off, too. Thanks to an award-winning nice guy.

monthly tax-free stipend of $1000, as well as $545 for

Bali, purses from Tibet, baskets from Mexico, mirrors

My little Chia Pet-Are those things real?

room and board. This individual will have 20 hours a

from Lombok, aprons from Guatemala, and much
more, including puppets, posters, cooperative games!

respite time each month and year. Please call 721-

The Peace Center, 519 S. Higgins.

have through the day of the initiation ceremony, Dec.

0791 and ask for Colleen Lloyd if interested or come

5 piece Teal Tama Rockstar drum set w/AA Sabien

8, to get in their applications. Contact Golden Key at

by the office at 2821 South Russell Street and pick up

cymbals. Good condition, great deal. $700/offer. 542-

goldenkeyum@hotmall.com for more information.

In UM’s soft crabgrass. With a shout out to the hip

an application. Position open until filled. Applications

2296

pies, I am turning in my key. I’m jumping on the K-

Test Anxiety Workshop "D o n ’t Let Finals Grinch Your

available at OPPORTUNITY RESOURCES, INC., 2821 S.
Russell, Missoula, MT 59801. Extensive background

Call Counseling and Psychological Services in the

checks will be completed. NO RESUMES. E0E.

Curry Health Center at 243-471

TRAVEL AND GET PAID TO DO IT. TEACH ENGUSH IN

NO CORPORATE EXPLOITATION HERE, just cool gifts!

KOREA. ANY DEGREE. AIR/R00M PAID. CALL 550-4415

Support Fair Trade. The Peace Center, 519 S. Higgins

After school child care program seeks energetic &

UNIQUE, INEXPENSIVE GIFTS for everyone on your list

motivated

at the Peace Center. By giving Fair Trade gifts, you

hrs/week. Afternoons. Dave 549-9845

also give dignity and hope to artisans

Teacher for 2 year old group in child care center Full

HELP W ANTED

time M-F. Experience and early childhood education

SPRING BREAK 2003 is now sponsored by Student

part-tim e

help.

Approxim ately

-------

train, Please take care of Jim Lemcke.
For my roomies Linny & Ang. Thanks for letting me

721-3431

now Ang! Love you guys! Erika

You can have your bed back

To my best friends ever Dacia, Kat, Loon, Marce,

COMPUTERS

Lindsay, Lyss, Ryan, and Sethers. I love you guys!I I

7-12
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

will m iss you all terribly and I will think of you often.
Much love to you.

Dac: thanks for holding my hair

back, see you in Auz. Love, Erika
Dacia-Thanks so much for being you. I wouldn't made

required. Director 549-8017

FOR RENT

-------

Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza:

to campus for January only or spring semester.

ROCK

Book early and get FREE MEALS! Student Express

Afternoon hours M-F. Director 549-8017

www.bigsky.net/fishing

sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is NOW HIRING salaried

Park-N-Ride Driver. Must have commercial driver’s

New! Avail. January ’03. RIVER ROCK APARTMENTS 1-

Salespeople, Campus Reps, and On-site Staff. Contact

license. Must be available 9-11 am, M-F. $8/hr. Must

2-3

www.studentexpress.com

be UM student, wkstdy preferred. Call x4599 for more

Management, Inc. 721-8990

info.

2 bedroom, completely renovated Victorian house

details.

back for your sweet ass. Back to Frolic, Back to fray,

95 Acura Integra LS • Sunroof, CD, air, cruise. $6,500.

Work-study position as aide in child care center close

1-800-787-3787 for

Goodbye dear Kaimin- Don’t cry,
For chances are, dear Kaimin I’ll be

take over your house.

Expressl Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica,

or

to Browntown.
don’t frown.

AUTOMOTIVE

it through if you w eren't my special punkin. I love
you It See you in Oz.

CREEK

bdrm.

CABINS

Please

$22-$55/night.

251-6611

Professional

Property

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential.

less than a mile from the University.

except gas and electric. $650/ month, no smoking,
Ph. 542-8309

Email CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.eau

Evan-Much love to you, you are greatl I expect many
letters full of wisdom and deep insight.

I will send

The Kaimin Sta ff
would like to wish
all o f our
loyal readers,
customers,
and friends
a happy,
healthy
and safe
holiday season.
Thank you
fo ra
wonderful
semester.
See you
in January!

you pictures of the beach every chance I get. -Erika

Local positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 417.

no dogs.

Louisa-Thanks for letting me stay at your house.
You’re the bestii-Erka

call

be left alone with the little m an-Carol

With a shout out to SpoCompton, and a ticket booked

week of direct care staff support as well as generous

H o lid a y r Saturday December 7th 9:00 am - 12:00

in honor of you.
Homy: Watch your back - Santa

Relax and save money this Christmas!

Those invited to GOLDEN KEY

IT 'S NOT TOO LATE!

See you Courtney. We’ll always eat our death treats

With the end of the year comes a new beginning.

Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.

Resources, Inc., is looking for a person or couple that
is interested in providing foster care for an adult male

beach for the next 7 months. Have Funl! -Erika

can get tuff with me anytime. I’U always "back you

HAPPY ADS

- Opportunity

with a developmental disability. ORI will provide a
Student Internet access only $13.95/month! For

Iron Member. I will think of you guys as I lie on the

MontPIRG Public Board Meeting Dec. 10th 6pm, UC

Thompson Falls, MT, is accepting applications for the

I will always remember the good

times especially w/ Peggy and Phil and especially the

START 1/03, G 0 0 0 L 0 E 721-5382

3449

STUDENT SPECIAL Internet Users Wanted to save $$??

you all this year.

MISCELLANEOUS

hours/week, evenings, $6.00/hour. Also looking for

TEACHING POSITION OPENING Spring Creek Lodge,

VICES (CAPS) at Curry Health Center, 243-4711.

To the Kaimin Business office: I had so much fun with

cyfortife.net/sunshinemt

Building 32 (Physical Plant), or call Jack at 243-2161

vention! Call COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SER

Campus
SI per 5-word line/day

3 bed. I bath. Great location. NVasher/Dryer. $ 750.

CHILD CARE, 1 1/2 Y 0 TWINS, 20/HR/WK, S8/HR,

37.5 hours/week. Applications available in lobby of

S.A.D? The gray days are coming. Think early inter

\ t E S

mo. + dep. C all 239-2034

5pm, M-F. Find out how! 542-1129

LOST: Blue spiral notebook for ANTH 270. Call 243-

CURRY HEALTH CENTER provides urgent care nights

r

Student Custodians for Facilities Services. 17.5

tant paperwork inside. Call Heidi @ 880-9194.

after hours or call our Medical Clinic at 243-2122

Student/Faculty/StafF
$.90 per 5-word line/day

week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, get

LOST: Maroon binder last Monday, 11/25, w/impor-

and weekends. Need help NOW? Use West entrance

k

LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

students to work all or part of Christmas Break up to

PERSONALS

CLASSIFIEDS

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.

Utilities paid

B Haines-You might not be pudgy, slouchy or 6 '3 ", but
you’re still our favorite sports editor. We look forward
to many more Mondays of unsolicited advice.

Email DISPLAY

the Kaim in Newsroom &
Business Office

